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ABSTRACT
SPACE RADIATION TESTS ON REFLECTIVE SURFACES
An experimental progra_fi was conductcxi to verify the stability of the Boeing-
developed barrier-layer anodized aluminum reflecting surfaces in a sinmlated
Earth-Mars charged particle radiation environment. This type of reflective
surface is used to reflect sunlight onto solar cells in a light-concentrating
solar cell panel design developed in earlier JPL contracts. Tests were also
performed to determine the effects of charged particles on thermal properties
of solar concentrator coatings including vapor deposited aluminun_, chemically
brightened aluminum, and high-emittance barrier-layer anodie coatings; and of
spacecraft coatings including zinc oxide/potassium silicate, and zinc oxide,
LTV-602 silicone coatings.
A 230-day Mars flight was chosen as a typical space mission. To evaluate the
effects of the charged particle environment of this mission, specimens were
bombarded with protons of energies 1 to 9 Kev and 2.5 Mev, and alpha particles
of energies 2-16 Key and 5.0 Mev. The barrier-layer anodized specimens were
exposed to integrated particle flux (fluence) ranges for the _¢arious combinations
of particles and energies as follows: Kev-enert,_, protons, 9.5 x 1014 to 1.47 x
1017 protons sq. cm.; Mev-energy protons, 7.1 x 1012 to 1.5 x 1015; Key-energy"
alpha particles, 5 x 1012 to 1 x 1016 alphas/sq, cm. ; and Mev-energy alpha
particles, 1.1 x 1013 to 4.4 x 1014. The large integrated fluxes were chosen
for Mev tests to obtain significant damage to samples for correlation studies.
The results of radiation tests and reflectance measurements on the barrier-layer
anodie coatings proved them to be the most radiation-resistant of any six coatings
tested. It was concluded that for an estimated Earth-Mars solar wind (protons
and alpha particles) fluence of 8 x 1015 particlcs/sq, cm., a negligible change
in solar absorptance will occur. No changes in emittance were observed in the
anodic coatings. A fluence of Kev-energ.w lmrticles o4_ the order of :I x 1016
protons,'sq, era. nlust l_., encountered before a si_ific:tnt change in solar al_sorp-
tance occurs. A flucnccof 9.25 x 1016 protons/sq, cm. was rt_cluire(I to cattse the
solar absorptanct' to increase from 0.12 1)cforc irradiation to 0.2:' :ilter irrzldi:l-
tion.
A calculation was made to dctt'rmint, the reduction in solar-cell ._hort t, ircuit
current output in a coneentrat ing imncl, resulting from reflt,ct_lnt.e tlt'gl':ltlalion
of tht" anodized reflective sut'f;tct, s. "Pitt: rc_htction in currt'nt ,Jutl,ut title Io
refleet:lnt'e ch:iltgt, s will !_' negligible fl_r an l.:arth-,M:lrs mi._si<,n. I.'hlt, ttt.t'_ :.1_
high as 9.25 x I0 16 prt_tons/sq, cm. onh" rt.'duct'_l the t'ait.ul:ltt,tl ._ht,rt t.ircttit
{.'tlrl-t,n| output hy 5.7 i,er¢'ent.
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The zinc-oxide pig_nented coatings wcrc found to l)e much morc radiation-sensi-
tive than the barrier-layer anodized aluminum and other solar concentrator eoatit_gs.
In Kev-ener_" proton tests a damage threshold of about 8 x 1014 protons/sq, cm. was
observed for the zinc oxide/LTV-602(S-13) silicone coatings, whereas, tim threshold
for zinc oxide/potassium silicate (Z-93) coatings was found to be about 2 x 1014 protons/
sq. cm. The estimated percentage changes in solar absorptances of the t_vo paints due
to an Earth-Mars mission solar wind fluence are 29 and 54 percent for S-13 and Z-93,
respectively.
Both the vapor-deposited aluminum and chemically brightened aluminum blistered
during irradiation with Key-energy protons. The blisters, varying from 0.1 to
3 microns in diameter, caused an increase in the diffuse reflectance and a
decrease in the total hemispherical reflectance. A proton fluence of 1 x 1016
protons:'sq, cm. caused the total hemispherical reflectance to decrease by about
12 percent.
D2-36359-1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The experimental program described in this report was conducted to fulfill the
requirements of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Contract 950998 entitled,
"Space Radiation Tests on Reflecting Surfaces. " Submission of this final report
to JPL completes contract commitments. The program was initiated on Septem-
ber 1, 1964, and was scheduled for completion on March 2, 1965. tIowever,
test equipment operation problems necessitated extending the contract performance
period to June 2, 1965. The problems encountered were prinmrily due to
troubleshooting the new test equipment and would not be expected in future test-
ing. All test samples were satisfactorily irradiated after the equipment prob-
lems were eliminated.
This program was a follow-on to earlier contract programs (JPL
950270 and 950122) in which a light-concentrating solar cell panel
(References 1 and 2). One of the prime requirements for a solar
trating panel or solar concentrators in general, is stability of the
Contracts
was developed
cell concen-
reflective
surfaces in the pre-launch and space environments. Itwas found in these
earlier programs that a high-purity aluminum surface which was anodized by a
barrier-layer process, was highly stable in pre-launch and space environments.
Abrasion, salt spray, humidity, temperature, and vacuum ultraviolettests were
conducted to prove-out the stabilityof the barrier-layer anodized aluminum.
A limited number of cobalt-60 gamma radiation and 1.8 Mev proton tests
(References 3 and 4) were conducted in a Boeing research program which indi-
cated adequate stabilityof the barrier-layer coated aluminum in radiation
environments which produce ionization and atomic displacements.
Subsequent to these tests, the solar cell concentrator panels have been studied
as a candidate solar panel for Earth-l_tars missions. Since the environment of
an interplanetary space mission includes a large dose of solar protons and alpha
particles, it was desired to evaluate the stability of solar lmncl reflective
surhces in charged particle tests. A study of the intcrphmctary environment
was conduetcxt which showed that the 1 to 4 Kcv ener/_' protons :u_l alpha lmrti-
vies would probably prodt|ce the most damage to the rc.Ht.ctive surfaces. This
conclusion u'as based on tile fact that particles of this t'nt'vgy I';In_4c (solar wind
particles) were nmch more nunlerotts than tlit4hcr cnt:r_v I):lrticles (solar cosmic
ray lmrticlcs), and the assumption that the low _-nergy i):lrticlt's would be
vzl|mblc of producing more disl)hlccmcnt , ioniz:tti()n, :in,! Sl)Ullcrin _ (htmtH4c i()
surfaces than high encrt=_" l)articlt's.
"1'o simulate tile l.::lrih-M:u's cnviroumcnt, ,t l)l'olLranl X_,';t_ I)l:lnncd in uhich h)w
enel't._' (I=16 Kt, v) proton and all)Ira l):artit:Ic eXl)cri)nt'nl._ rt,ccivcd m:tximum
emphasis, llt)wevcr, it) t)l)l:lin t,x|)t,l'illlt, llt_tl (I;it/i lOl" ._ltulit,_ ()[ tlt.l)¢'lldct|tr_,' ()f
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damage on ener_', tests with 2..5 Mev proton and 5.0 Mev alpha particles were
included in the program. The st_.,cific tests recommended at the outset of the
program were: I, 2, 4 and ,_ Key protons, fluenees of 1014, 10 I5, and 1011;
protons/sq.em. ; 2, 4, 8, and 16 Key alphas, 11)13, 1014, and 1015 alphas/sq, cm.:
2.5 Mev protons, 1014, 1015, and 1016:5.0 Mev alphas, 1013, 1014, and 1015.
It will be noted in this report that the proposed ranges of energies and fluences
were covered except for minor deviations. These deviations were mutually agq'eod
to by JPL and Boeing except for those dictated by available beam era'rent in the
high energy tests. The anticipated nmximum fluence levels in the high energy
tests were not achieved, however, the fluences obtained were well above the
expected Earth-Mars mission dose.
The results of this research program point out the need for further experiments
on some of the materials tested. The thernml properties of the barrier-layer
anodized reflective surface have been clearly sho_Yn to be stable for an Earth-
Mars mission, in fact, more stable than unprotectc_t aluminum surfaces.
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2. 0 TECtlNICAI, DISCUSSION
The work accomplished in this program is deseribcxt in the following seven sub-
sectior_.*L-.cluding: selection of environment test conditions, a description of
test fac"'ities, test samples, test procedures, test dosimetry, analysis pro-
eedures, and a discussion of test results.
2.1 SELECTION OF ENX,qRONMENT TEST CONDITIONS
During "._nactual Mariner mission, surface materials will be exposed to an
interplaneta_ry environment that includes ultrahigh-wicuum, varying temperatures,
solar e:ec_'ormagnetic radiation, and complex spectra of proton and alpha
particle energies. Although desirable, complete combined environmental tests
were not u-itlfin the scope of the present study. After consideration of the
present e=vironmental effects knowledge and the sigmificance of each component
of the enx-ironment, the following conditions were selected:
2.1.1 Vacuum
Vacuum _ the r:mge of 10-6 to 10 -7 torr was considered acceptable for these
tests in order to eliminate the influence of oxygen and simulate sample out-
gassing. It is not yet known whether damage is a significant function of vacuum
within tb.i_ range. Gettering-t3-pe ion pumps have been found to provide ml
ex-treme!y clean vacuum, however, because of their slow pump-down speed they
were undesirable in this prog-ram where ninny sampIes had to be test_._t. Oil-
diffusion pumps can provide a clean environment if proper use is made of baffles
and cold traps and can provide rapid pump down speeds. Therefore, silicone oil
diffilsion pumps were selected for this program.
Samples were irradiated in vacuum but then e.vposed to air for refleckmce
measurements, T3-pieal time delays between irradiation and reflectance
measurements were 20 to 40 hours. Puture studies of degradation in situ would
be de.-airable since danmgc nut)" be modified by exposure to oxygen. Also, some
am_eali,ag of &mmge may take place before measm-cmcnts can In: made. I.imited
annealing studies performed in the prog_'am and the rcsults arc given in _'ction
"2.7.1.
2.1.'2 Temperature
Temp,'rature during and aftcr irradiatio,i can have a signilicant t:f[cct on
aeetuamlatod pcrnlallent d;lill:lge, llt, t'atlse tht" introtlta.Li_m of defects is ;tl'fcctctt
by lt, n'tperatttl'e at tim time of tklllaage, it is tlt,t,cssary t() Sl)ccil'v ;llltl t.ontrol
that temperature. ROOlU temperaturc was seh,ctt, d as the (,omlition h,r thcsc
tests. The most impartant temperature iwolflt,m, howtwt,r, was la_ avoid radi-l-
lion inducod S;llllple ht'zltillg ttltl'illg tilt' test. ]':Xpl_Stll't' rates in tilt'St' tests _vcrc,
ill gent, ral. kcpt hclow those t'alt'tl|att'd t,_ I_t, o!' t't,uccl'u I,Jl" s:|llqflt, ht':ltillg.
k
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In addition, samples were firmly claml)C_! with retainer rings onto a large heat
dissipating mount. Temperature was checktxl by tile use of thermocouples after
irradiation at the hig_aest fltcxes used.
2.1.3 Solar Electromagnetic Radiation
Illumination of optical materials by visible light may produce bleaching of
color centers, however, irradiation-induced defects are not removed by fl_is
illumination, and color centers reappear upon further is-radiation. Because of
the fading phenomenon taxi the light sensitivit3, of solid-state particle detectors
used in Mev-energ)" experiments, excessive light was avoided and irradiation
exposures were performed either in the dark or semidarkness. Samples were
also shielded from strong light after irradiation until filml measurement.
Ultraviolet radiation has already been shou-n to cause serious degradation to
many reflecting materials and its influence has been studied extensively. Ultra-
violet irradiation was not performed in this study due to the volume of existing
UV data from References 1 and 2 and the lack of charged particle data.
2.1.4 Charged Particles
Solar concentrator and thermal comrol surfaces on Mariner missions will be
subjected to both high ener_ _ protons m_d ,alpha particles streaming away from
the sun during solar events, as well as vex5' low energy protons and alpha parti-
cles in the solar wind. Characteristics of these types of radiation are known
well enough now to allow a reasonable determination of the energy-dependent
particle fltux encountered in interplanetary space. Computer programs developed
at Boehlg aided in establishing the radiation criteria for the Mariner vulnerabil-
it3" studies. The significant values of integ_ral flux of protons and alpha particles
used in plarming the cx-perhnents are shmx-n in Figures 1 and 2. Values of
lntegTal fltLx shown are for the intc_,q'al portion of the spectrum almve the
enerKv s_x'cified (>E).
During the pro,_'am, the integTal fltLx estimates were revised to incorlmrate
data from the latest SlmCe enviromnent measurements. A detailed description
of the Eaa'th-M:urs radiatiou enviromuent showing the latest integral fltLxes is
given in Appendix A. In general, the ener_'/flttx spectrum of space radiation
decreases rapidly with increasing cnerg3".
Very-loxv-ener,_' solar wind protons or alpha tmrtich..'s (1 to 10 Key) interacting
with a material e:m sputter t)ll" surf:lee atoms. Their extremely short r:mge
results in a sudden trausft'r ,)f t'Ilt'I'I.,"V ;llid momentum to tim surlaet, layer of the
Ik'lrget material. Material layers a few angstrmns thick can be eroded away
leaving the surface i)ittcd, thtts illt'l't'alsillg difi'use l'(,flectatlee. I)r,,hms or
alph:l i):lrticlt, s tiroL stop itl the Stll'l':lt't' can also ft_rm into, hytll'l.Llg, ell tll,_lt'cult's
tit" lit'lit|Ill atotUS, resl_'t'tively. Gas i_ot'l,t'ts hz|vc }it,t,tl oljn(:rvt.d in this lU'ogr:im
which produt't' Idislcrs wilh :l t'csulting ill_.'t't'ast' ill dil'fusc rt.fh:et:mct'.
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These e._tremely range-limited particles can al._tj cause heavy surface ionization
and displacements. Ionization can result in increased solar nl_sorptionillthe
coatings by providing clectrons, which may be tr:ll,i)c(!at inhcrcnt or induccd
color centers, making these c_enterseffcctivcvisible-lightphoton absorption
sites.
The relative importance of surface versus bulk ionization depends on the energ3"
of the charged particle. To investig-atedamage as a function of depth of pene-
tration, protons of 1 to 8 Key and alpha particles of 2 to 16 Key were selected
for the tests. ._pha particles of t_vicetheproton energy have approximately the
same range. Proton fluences from ix 1014to i x 1016p/cm 2 were selected to
investigate effects over a wide exposure range below and above the estimated
value of an Earth-Mars mission. Values of alpha particle fluence selected were
of an order of mag'nit-udeless than the proton values in order to represent their
relative intensityin the solar wind.
Higher ener_" protons and alpha particles (1-5 Mev), as well as partieles of
lower energies, are very plentiful in solar particle events. Protons of 2.5 Mev
and alpha particles of 5 Mev were chosen for these tests. Tests at these energies
were selected to check the relative importance of ionization versus displacemeiat
effects for comparison with the lcav energy tests. The study of high energT par-
title effects provides information on bulk ionization and displacements in thin
ettrlace coatings. A proton range-e.__grgy ctwve for altmainum is shown in Figure
3. Also shown in the fig'ure are a dx_Onization energy loss curve and a curve
showing the displacement cross section of protons in silicon.
Selected fluenee values for the high energ3" particle exposures ranged from ap-
proximately 1 x 1013 to 1 x 1016 particles/era 2. Higher fluence values than those
expected in space were selected to provide significant damage and to check tile
validity of predicting damage observed at one energ3" with tlmt obsclwed at another
energy. The displacement cross section (D) is expected to decrease with increas-
Ing particle energy" (E) by the relation D -- E -2.
2.2 SPACE RADL_tTION SIMUI_kTION FACILITIES
2.2.1 Solar Wind Simulator
Both 1-9 Kcv protons :rod 2-16 Key alpim particles were gener:tted by the solar
wind sinmlator. A photograph of this low encrg3" accelerator is shown in Figl.tt'c -t.
tlydrogen ;rod hclitm_ (conlmercial ultrapure l:lboratory gr:ule l_mses) were used to
produce protons and alpha paL_icles, respcctivel.v. Gas from the iwcssure bottles
(10t}-l, 000 p. s. i. _ was fed through a pressure rebqdator valve and gauge into the
pl,'tsm:t eh:lml_er. The selected gas was ionized in an I_.d< Ridge "rechnic:d Enter-
prizes Compan.v (OI{['EC) ion source hy an S0-Mc I{I." oscill:|lor. A idloiogr:q_h
of the ion SOUl't't' :llld its oscill:ttor is sin_wn in |"ib_lt't' _',. All ionizc, l idasnl:t of
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tt +, Ii2 +, and It 2 - tl + (93 percent mass I and 2 with some ,nass 3 particles) is
formed from the hydrogen gas; or a plasma of lie +, lie +-+ (singly and doubly
ionized) is formed from the helium gas. Also seen in Figxtrc 5, is the high volt-
age probe with its cooling fin jacket. Electrons stripped off of tile neutral gas
during the ionization process bomlmrd and heat the probe durbag tests.
A schematic of the solar wind simulation facility is shown in Figure 6. Positive
ions are electrostatically accelerated to the desired Key energs" by applying appro-
priate potentials to accelerating electrodes and focusing lenses. The electro-
static lens system is nuanbered from 1 through 7 in Figure 6 and typical values
of high voltage (for 9-Key protons) are shox_m. For the ease shown, hydrogen
plasma ionized in the chamber would "see" a potential difference of 4 Kv be-
t_veen the probe and the anode plate and another 5 Kv between the anode and the
extractor (lens 1). Resulting protons of 9 Key were focused x_-ithout further ac-
celeration by first passing through a retarding potential of 6 Kv bet_veon the anode
and focusing lens 2, mad then an accelerating potential of 6 Kv between lenses 2
and 3.
Mass, energy, mad charge separation of the ions were accomplished by the use
of a solenoid bending field and taro limiting apertures of 3/4-inch diameter. The
radius of cta'vature used for particle selection was 8 inches. This corresponded
to a 25-degree bend angle in the beam tube. The solenoid field (about 300 gauss)
was varied by a power driven Variac and controlled by a 3-phase filter supply.
After bending, the particles passed through a second lens system. This system
provides a capability for de-acceleration, further acceleration, and focusing
of particles. The lens system was placed after the bending field so that the
facility would not be limited by energy restrictions of the bending radius. Lens
5 was occasionally used to shape the beam spot. This scheme resulted in a uni-
form (:b 5 percent variation) charged particle exposure of the samples. The Imam
spot size on the sample was about 0. 9-inch diameter. A Keithly Micro Micro
Ammeter was used to monitor sample :rod Faraday probe currents. (The Faraday
probe will Ix- descrit,.,d in Section 2.4.1). Proton and alpha particle currents
from 0. 01 to 10 microamps were used in the tests. The maximum attainable
beam currents varied as a fmwtion of particle acceleration voltage. A mmximum
beam current of approximately 1 naicro:unp was attainable with 1 Key protons,
whereas, 10 mieroanlps was :lttainal,le with 9 Key protons.
A vacuum of 2 x 10 -6 torr was maint:tincd during testing l)y the use of bye vacuun_
stations. Tilt" I?irst station was lee;dot! neqr tile ion source and consisted of :t 4-
inch oil diffusion punq_ with liquid nitrogen-cooled and water-cooled chevron
baffles. Tilt" seCOlltl st:ilion w;ts locait_i near the sample holder and c(msiste(I of
a 6-inch oil diffusion punlp with a liquid nitrogen-cooled chevron hallqc. All
O-ring seals were made of Viton-A .lntt were eoncealc_! from radiati(m and
direct e.Xi_tlsurt' Io the inside of the thalnl)t,r. A minimum _f Alli(;ztnl "1." grt':ise
was used ¢)11iht' rings to nliniinizt' the in'ohahility of eontainin:tti(m ,in ._:lllllll¢'
.,lui'f;lt't'_i.
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2.2.2 Dynamitron Charged-Particle Scattering Facility
Protons of 2.5 Mev and alpha particles of 5 Mev energy were ol)tained using the
Dynamitron accelerator. 13_the D3alamitron, charged particles are produced from
an ionized plasma of hydrogen or helium. These charged particles are extracted
into the accelerator beam tube section in a similar manner to that clcscribed in
Section 2.2. I. M:uximum beam currents are obtained by adjusting tile gas pres-
sure and the voltage of the extractor electrode. The desired accelerating voltage
is maintained by a stack of high voltage rectifiers. Stable currents can be ob-
tained for voltages behveen approxinmtely 0.5 and 5.0 Megavolts _h'). For
these tests, the accelerating potential chosen was 2.5 My. The resulting
particle energies were 2.5 Mev for the singly-ionized, mass-one protons and
5.0 Mev for the doubly-ionized alpha particles.
Figure 7 shows the 90 degree, mass-energy-product-16 analyzing magnet attached
to the Dynamitron vertical beam port. The scattering chamber is connected to
the magnet by a bellows and a four-inch diameter glass pipe. Control of current
in the analyzing ntag_et provides the means of selecting proton or alpha particle
energy as well as separating hydrogen ions into masses 1, 2, and 3 (H +, tt2 +, H 2
- H +) or helium into singly or doubly clmrged ions (He*, He++). The magnet cur-
rent was set to select protons (H +) of 2.5 Mev energs" and alpha particles (He**)
of 5.0 Mev ener_ for the proton and alpha particle tests, respectively. A sche-
matic of the D.vmamitron scattering setup is shown in Figure 8. The resulting
analyzed particle beam is then collimated by a 5/8-inch limiting aperture at the
entrance to tile scattering chamber. The eollinmted beam is then viewed by its
fluorescence on the _mrtz window in the fixed Faraday cup. By insertion of a
gold scattering foil in the beam path, large uniform exposure areas were obtained
for both alpha Ixlrtiele and proton in_, diation tests (see Section 2.5 and Appendix B).
High positive volknges (up to 2 Kv) were applied to the scattering foil to aid
in suppressing the for_.nrd scattering of secondary electrons generated in the
foil. In addition, a set of bending coils was placed in the back of the foil and
in front of a baffle {see Figure 9L The magllctic field of the coils was used to
bend tile secon&lry electrons out of tile forward scatk, ring direction and into tile
grotmdexl l_fffle plate. Tile field pr(_luced by the lx, nding coils was measured I_y a
gauss meter :rod ealcul:ttions o[ the necessary coil currents were made. A high
voltage (ttp to 500 volts) x_-:ls 3pldied to the shield of the morainic l,'arathty l)roln,
(Figure 9) when it was not uscd for fiehl mapl_ing. This i_)sitive w_itagc aidc.(I in
capturing s¢,eontla rv ch'et rolls.
A vacuum of !0 -t; torr mlS re:tint:lined by the use of two vacuum stations. The
first station is councctod to tilt' l_t,:11n pilx.' glass tee (Figure 8) an_l eonsiste_l of a
4-inch silictnlt" oil diffusion t_.tvnp with ;I li_luid nitrogt'n crafted chevron Imf[lc. The
second station was nmtmtt'd directly undt'r tilt" scattering chaml_,r. It eonsistt'_l
of a 6-inch silieont, oil dit'fusiou i_tillp with a liquid Ilitt'Ogt'll cooled l_ti'l'lt,. "l't'ml_-
el':tturt' oil tilt' samples was chc_'l,t'd [iv iht'l'tnt_'t)ul)h's alicr a high flux t'tttl, ll)-
duct_l ch'ctric [iclds iwe_eutcd thcrmo¢'Oul)lc ntcasurcmcnts _lut'ing :t vtm.
l i|
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2. ;_ TI.2',,IT .%,\M I'LI';S
The test sa_nl)h-s for this contract included five basic types: (1) barrier-layer
:too(lie coated aluminum in both thin and thick sections (low and high emittance);
('2) val)or deposited aluminum on ,an aluminum substrate; (3) chemically brightened
aluminum; (.I) zinc oxide/LTV-602 paint; and (5) zinc oxide/potassium silicate
paint. The primary emphasis of the contract was to evaluate the stability of the
low-cmittance barrier-layer anodic coated aluminum under charged particle
irradiation typical of an Earth-Mars flight environment. Therefore, the bulk of
the test samples was the thin anodic coatings. A relatively small number of the
other test samples was evaluated. A list of the types of test samples versus
their assign_ed reference numbers is given in Table 1.
TABLE 1: TABLE OF SAMPLE REFERENCE NUMBERS
Type of Coating
Low-emittance anodic coatings
Iiigh-emittance m_odic coatings
Vapor deposited alu.minum coatings
Chemically brightened aluminum coatings
Zinc oxide/LTV-602 coatings
Zinc oxide/potassium silicate coatings
Reference Numbers
1 to 133
161A & B to 167A & B
174 to 186
187 to 199
211 to 224
225 to 239
A detailed physical description of the various types of samples follows:
2.3,1 Low-Emittance Anodic Coated Samples
The low-emittance anodic coated samples were prepared using the same process
that was used to prepare the aluminum for solar cell concentrator panels in
a previous JPL contract (Reference 1). Thus, any charged particle radiation
damage measured on these samples should be representative of what may occur
in an actual concentrator panel operating in interplanetary space.
The aluminum sheets were procured from Alcoa as 1199, H-18, 10-rail foil. The
general process used to prepare and anodize the aluminum sheets is as follows:
1) Tim sheets (2 ftx 3 ft) were mechanically polished with a 20-inch diameter
(cylindrical) Tanton flannel buffer. The buffing compound used was Learock
302C (Vdylite). Kerosencc was used on the sheets during and after buffing.
After buffing, the sheets were cleaned with naptha and cheese cloth, and
dipped in a degTeasing solution (Tureo 4142 ).
2) The sheets were cleaned using a dilute soditml hydroxide solution. This
hath was followed by a rinse in a nitric acid solution. The sheets were
titan chemicMly brightened in an Alcoa R-5 brightening bath. After
l)rightcning they were rinsed with water and a nitric acid solution.
17
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3) The sheetswere then electropeJlishedill a fluolrn'ic aci(I solution followed
by a water rinse.
4) Finally, the sheets were anodizL<lin an ammonium tartrate solution at a
voltage of 300 volts. The anodizationprocess was followe(l by rinses in a
phosphoric acid solution and water.
One huncired thirty-three test samples of 1- 1/2 inches diameter were punched
from two sheets. Sample numbers 1 through 63 were taken from one sheet and the
remainder from a second sheet. Tt_is size was selected for all samples because
it was required for the specimen hotder on the IR-4 reflectometer. The samples
were numbered consecutively as they were taken from the sheets, and arrows were
scratched on their back indicating the direction of roll marks.
Reflectance measurements on one of every four samples showed that the reflect-
ance at various positions on a given sheet varied only by :_1 percent at given
wavelengths in the 0.4 to 2.6 micron region. Variations of about +2 percent were
obtained in the ultraviolet wavelength region (0.25 to 0.4 microns). The reflect°
maces of specimens taken from the two different sheets agreed within the above
tolerances in their respective wavelengxh regions. The variation in coating
thickness on these samples was estimated to be less than *30 Angstroms (0. 003
microns) based on the shift in wavelengxh of reflectance minima and maxima.
The thickness of the low-emittance anodic coatings is estimated to be about
0.39 microns, assuming a thiclomss of 13 Angstroms/volt of anodization
voltage (Reference 5). As an independent check on thickness, a photomicrograph
was made of a cross section of a ty-pical low-emittance sample (Figure I0). This
measurement showed a thickness of 0.35 to 0.7 microns which is in fair agreement
with the above estimates. An exact thickness cannot be determined from the
photomicrograph because of the thickness of the dark strip caused by buildup of
the germanium during the vapor deposition shadowing process.
2.3.2 High-Emittance Antxlic Coated Samples
Twelve, high-emittancc ( t :- 0.25 to 0.28) barrier-layer ,'medic coated samples
were prepared for int.htsion in the test program. These tlficker ano(lic coatings
were chosen 1_2cattse ol their applic:lbility to solar cell panels anti spacecraft
for certain space missiotls, ;ultt bcc;Itlsc optical i)roperty changes such as color
center hwmati(m in their :intMic film silottld be mort' readily mc;tstircd.
The high-cmitt:mce lmrricr-laycr c0atiugs were l_repart'd using the i)r,t.t.ss
descril_t.d in _%,ction 2.3. I with thc followitlg cXCCl)tiotlS:
1) No mt,chanical polishiag was doac.
9.) Tilt' size of tilt. shet, ts w:i._ 2 x 3 incht's.
3) Tile ammt)tfium tartrate am_ii: lug s_dttti_m was modil'it,d to allow v(dtages
IlS high :ts 12-,0 _olts to l_t' ust'd.
SECTION OF L O W  -EMITTANCE ANODIC COATING 
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The thickness of these anodic films, as estimated from a specific anodization
thickness of 13 Angstroms/volt, is 1.6 microns. A thickness measurenmnt with a
photo-mierobn'aph (Figure 11) showed the high-era itmnce anodic film to be 1. (i to 1.7
microns thick. It was noted that the variation in mean reflectance in the ultra-
violet wavelength region between high-emitta_lce anodic coated control saml)les
varied by as much as i15 percent (at 0.3 microns). No significant variation in
mean reflectance was observed at wavelengths longer than 0.4 microns. It is
assumed that the variations in ultraviolet reflectance are caused _" differences
in the coefficient of absorption in the aluminum oxide film.
2.3.3 Vapor Deposited Aluminum Samples
Thirteen, vapor-deposited aluminum samples were prepared for the test program.
Vapor deposited aluminum was selected as a test coating because of its importance
as a solar concentrator and spacecraft coating, and its uniqueness among the
coatings to be evaluated. The aluminum coating was applied to the same chemical-
ly-brightened aluminum substrate used for the anodic samples. To assure uni-
formity of the samples, they were all coated at the same time. Since film thick-
ness could not be measured durhlg the coating process, deposition was continued
until complete visual opaqueness was obtained on a transparent plastic film. A
glass microscope slide was coated along with the aluminum samples. An attempt
to section the glass slide and measure the film thickness by electron microscopy
failed. Later in the program, one of the aluminum samples was sectioned and the
film thlelmess was measured to be 1.0 micron by" similar techniques.
2.3.4 Chemically-Brightened Aluminum Smnples
Thirteen, chemically-brightened aluminum samples were prepared for the test
program as described in _eps 1 ,and 2 in Section 2.3.1. These samples were
selected because they are typical of the amxtic coating substrate. Thus, any
optical changes observed in the mlodic coated samples could either be attributed
to substrate or anodic coating changes. Also, it was desired to determine the
differences in effects between alumimml and vapor deposited -fluminum surfaces.
2.3.5 Pigmented Spact_raft Coating Samples
Two types of white, l)igmcntcd spacccralt coatings were included in the I)roga'am.
These were zinc oxide in a i)ot;lssitun silicate bindt'r (Z-!):l) antt zinc oxi(le in
an LTV-602 silicone binder (S-13). lk_th coatit_gs xxcre sprayed onto an aluminun}
substratc which w-ts abtatt 0 o50 illt.ht, s thick. These coatings were prepared by
the Illinois Institute of TcchnoloKx in :lccordancc with procedures discussed in
detail irl Refcrencc 6. .\ total of [ourtet'n of t'ach typt: of coating wils utilizt'd in
the prog-ram.
"*t)
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2.4 TEST PROCI':DUI_ES
2.4.1 Low Ener_- Particle Tests
A descriptive sketch and a photograph of the test setup for the low energ3" proton
and alpha particle tests are shown in Figures 4 and 6. Since similar procedures
were used for both proton and alpha particle tests, the following discussion is
applicable to both.
To begin operation of the solar wind simulator, cold traps were filled with liquid
nitrogen and the diffusion pumps were turned on. During periods of inoperation,
the beam tube was isolated from the vacuum systems _- closed gate valves.
When the diffusion pumps became operative, the gate valves were opened and the
beam tube was pumped down to a pressure of about 5 x 10 -7 torr. The ion source
power supply and the gas flow to the ionizing chamber were then turned on and
allowed to stabilize for a period of 1 to 2 hours. Typical beam tube ._ressures
with the ion source operating were in the range of 1 x 10 -6 to 3 x 10- tort.
The desired particle energy was selectt._l by establishing a given current in
the bending magnet based on the energy versus current data shox_aa in Figlare 12
(solid line) and discussed in detail in Section 2.5.1. While maintaining the magnet
curremt fixed, the beam was directed to the target area by varying the probe,
anode, and extractor voltages. The beam was centered and focused by viewing
the fluorescence of a quaxtz window placed at the end of the beam tube. Typical
beam sizes at the specimen position varied from 0.7 to 0.9 inches in diameter.
The size and intensity distribution of the beam was varied with focusing electrode
Nos. 2 and 5 (Figure 6). The most satisfactoxT arrangement for most tests was
to ground electrode No. 5 and do all focusing with No. 2. The size of the beam
was scaled directly from the quartz window fluorescent image.
The quartz window was then remove_[ ,and the specimen holding plate was installed.
To accomplish this, the two gate valves were closed ,'rod dry nitrogen was bled
into the test--end of the Ix, am tube. Subsequent pump-down was done with a
mechanical roughing t)ump and the [i-inch diffusion pump system.
Early in the test program, a mowd_h' l:arad:_y cup with a 0.25-inch diameter
aperture (Fiffure 13) was used to scau the l_,am at the I_.,ginning of each run. The
purpose of thest" lllcastlrelllonts W;|S to obtain tt:lt:l O11tht' ctlrrt'nt intensity dis-
tribution of the Ix, am. Also, tht: l,'araday t'tlt_ rt';lt|ings wt'rt' tlst'd to calculate
the total I_am current as dt,,_cril_'d iu _'ction 2.5. 1. When I"ar:tday cup readings
were taken, samplt, t'ttrrt'tlt was mt,asttrt_i immt'di:ltcly tht'rt,:fllcr :llld the test
run was IK'g'Hll. l'_al';ltiav trlll_ st'Dns WCl't' rio! IIl:ldc ill lilt' lattt'r pol'[ioli of the
l} l't_d_r,'l ni.
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Throughout the tests, which varied from several minvtcs to 7 hours, depending
on the fluence desired, current readings on tile sample were measurecl with a
Kiethley Model 410 Micro-Micro Ammeter. CowsiclcralJle difficulty was en-
countered in measuring currents t_low at_)ut 0.5-micr¢_amperes due to RF pick-
up from the 80-megacycle oscillator on the ion source. Care had to be taken by
zeroing the microammeter before each reading. A zero reading was established
by momentarily closing the beam-tube gate valve and thereby shutting off the
beam. An effective RF shield is being built for the ion source and its power
supply for future work with the solar wind sinmlator.
Test samples were mounted on the sample holder such that their reference arrows
pointed vertically. Since man)- of the samples did not exhibit visible damage,
alignment of the sample with the beam was important so that the reflectometer
light beam could later be referenced to the irradiated area. This alig-mnent was
accomplished by noting the position of the beam on the quartz window and then
subsequently locating the center of the specimen at the same position. The
maximum displacement of the center of the beam from the center of the beam
tube wan about 3/16-inches. The position of the beam usually changed when the
particle energy was changed.
At the end of a test the two gate valves adjacent to the specimen were closed, and
that portion of the sTstem was back-filled with dry _litrogen. The sample was
then removed from the solar wind sinmlator and its reflect.a.nce was measured
as described in Section 2.6.
2.4.2 High Energs" PalXicle Tests
The sample mounting co_ffigxu-ations for the 2.5 Mcv proton test and the 5.0 Mev
alpha particle test are shox_ax in Fig_ares 14a :uitl 14b, respectively. The saanple
numbers of the specific samples are shown :rod correspond to types given in
Table 1 of Section 2.3. The un-numlx'red sample holders did not contain test
samples. The circle at tim center of the array is the aperture of the fixed
Faraday cup from which the direct particle beam was monitortxt (see _,ction
2.5.2). The samples were mortared in an array consisting of three circular rings
about the beam axis. Charged particles were only scattered to the sample array
when the gold scattering foil is inserted into the I,c:llll. All samples in a g2ven
ring were in angular symmetry with tl_t, beam axis and thus were all e.,q.msed to the
sanle particle flttx. The three rings :It scattt'ring angles -1.5, 10. _, and 14.5
deffrt-es each received a different i_artit'lc flux. Thus the samples in different
rings received threo different v:llues _1 fltlcnt't" t'_,Vt'l'illg a range of approximately
two orders of mag_litutk'.
To bt, gin the irradiation tcst in tilt' I}.vu:m_itr_m sc:lltct'in,.4 ch:m_bt'r, the systt'm
WIt8 t'Vzlcuzltt'd to approxim:ltclv ! x Ill -(; tOl'l', l'his %':tt'UUlll %%ii.-4 n_ilintaillcti
throughout the test until thc 6:llll|dt's wl'l't" l't,'llltWt_tt |Of rcflt'ctiuicc incilStll't'lnt'nt,':,
ill air. Whl'll tilt' rciluil'ctt v;it'Uttlll _%:1.'_ :|tt:|illt'd. thc beam xxas tUl'llt'd oil, :_li_4ac_l
with the center of tht" l ixcd 1.',lc:hlay ('ttl_, :lml .'qq.L',_pri:ltc dosimt'trx mcasut't'mt'zlts
*),-
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were performed as dcscril_ed ill Section 2.5.2. These prclimina_ 5' measurements
were made without the scattering foil being in tile beam so that no sample exposure
occurred. When a stable beam was attained, an al)ln'opriate magnet current (2-5
amps) was applied to the secon(la_ 3" electron bending cc,ils and high voltage was
applied to the gold foil to suppress scconda_ electrons. Then the scattering
foil was inserted into the beam and integration of the portion of current collected
in the fixed Faraday cup commenced. Other appropriate dosimetry data was
taken from time to time during the test (Section 2.5.2).
The total accelerator operating times for the proton and alpha particle tests were
approximately 24 hours each. The runs were continued until sufficient fluences
ha terms of sample damage thresholds (determinc_ in preliminary pre-eontract
tests) and the Earth-Mars environment were obtaia_ed. Limitations in tt _- and
He ++ beam currents prohibited testing to thc ma.xinmm fluences planned at the
beginning of the program.
At the termination of the tests, the chamber was back-filled with dr)" nitrogen and
samples were removed. The samples were transported to the reflectance
measuring apparatus (Section 2.6) in a light-protective container. Selected samples
were stored in the dark until a later set of measurements, used to assess possible
sample annealing, were conducted.
2.5 TEST DOSIMETRY
2.5.1 Low Energy Test Dosimetry
DosimetlT in low energs, particle tests included l×,am spot size and shape
measurements, sample current monitoring, exposure rate variations, and
particle energy determination.
Beam spot size anti shape were visually observed by tile fluorescence on a quartz
window which was put in place of the sample hohler. The Ix, am was centcrcul by
adjustment of the current in the bending coils; and the stx_t size was shaped by
variation of the voltage on the focusing lenses 2 and 5 (Figure 6). Variations
ha spot size from circular to elliptical (±1 0 percent deviation from circular) were
possible. The actual Sl)Ot size, when properly mljustcd, was measurc_l directly
off the quartz window. The area of the spot was used to determine the flux
(protons/sq. cm.-see), to verify that current monitored off of the sample was
trtfly representative of exposure intensity, and to t,c sure that file sample was
evenly irradiated.
l_t, anl ct|rrcnt [or fltlent'e determination was mo|fitorcd continuously with a
Kiethley tl0 Micro-Micro A|nmt'ter by tlirecl current piclaq)off of the sanqflt's.
A movable Faratk D" ctlp prol_2 (Figtu'e 13) of 0. 292 sq. t'tll, aperture was used to
eht,t'k the validity of the direct satnple current intcgr:ltion |ncth,_! as wt.ll as
tilt" I)t'am unifornfity. Thc i.':lr:td:t)pl'ol_t, _v:,_ |'otatcd :l,..'l'tlS.'4 tht' s:tn|iJle iJositi,,n.
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Measurements wcrc made at various l)robc r,)tation :ingles as shown in Figure 15a.
These angles were correlated with radial distance from the ccntcr of the beam
spot. A typical 2-Key proton beam profile as measured by this tc_-hztique is
shown in Figure 15b. The Faraday probe readings, in gcncral, indicated a
beam uniformity of -_5 percent across a 3/4-inch diameter circle (thc ma.ximum
width of the reflectomcter light beam). The current per sq. cm. (It) as a
function of radial position was integrated over the beam spot radial position as
follows, to obtain the total current:
r
ITo t = 2 S Irdr
O
The total current calculated was compared with that actually collected on the
samples. From this method, correction values were obtained for the back-
scattering of electrons off of the aluminum samples.
Exposure rates, in general, were kept at a low level to avoid radiation heating.
Samples were irradiated to the same fluences (particles/sq. era. ) but at different
fluxes. For the majorit-y of the Key-chert tests, clmrg_xt particle exposure
rates varied from I x 1011 to 5 x 1012 particles/sq.cm.-sec. Four tests were
run at about 1 x 1013 protons/sq, cm.-sec, in which l_eating could have occurred
(sample Nos. 39, 42, 161B and 162B).
The particle energy separation system was calibrated _" measurement of bucking
potentials. The bucking-voltage meth,xl consisted of applying a high positive
potential to the sample holder to suppress the collection of _x_sitively charged
particles. A typical curve represcntizlg collccttxt beam current versus the
voltage applied to the sample holder is shouaa in Figure 10. Curves such as this
provided data on saturation voltages as a function of nlagnct current anti resulted
in the dashed curve of Fihnare 12.
A cross cheek for cnerkw calibration consisted of nleasurcnlents of the magnet
current nettled to bend particles for selcctL_l voltages on the ion probe and
extractor electrodes. A family of extructor xolta,.,_.e curves was obtainc_l as
shown in Figure 17. For each extractor voltage a series of probe current values
{using a 10-nlcgohm resistor) were selected. The current through the bending
solenoid was :uljustcd for each of tilt' series of selected probe currents (do_-n to
O. 1 milliaml0 s,, that the t_2am spot u:l_ niu ays cclltcrt.d O11 the quartz viewing
wimkiw. From the extrapolation of the d:n:_ of l:igurc 17 to :'ere l)robc current,
particle enerK'v :is a funetit,n of lll:i,_'llCt Ct|l'l't'li[ %\ilS obt;iintxl. The results of
this mt,tluxI art' :tls,t shown in l.'igurc 12 hu" both tilt' Ri.' ion source and a
l'_uliation l).vn;inlit-s, Inc. , (l{I)l) ion SOtll't'C. Flit' rt'sults of ttffs metlu_l :ll'e in
quite gotul :lgret'nlent with the llut.l(ing lU,tcnti:ll nlctht_l. C:dculation of particle
encrg_," versus I_,.ll[lillg curr(.llt w:is ;list) tll;idt, li'Olll lllC;isurctlleiltS t)f tilt, Illa_iletic
flt'l(I by a gau_s mett,r. Tht' d:lta ll'OM t':llctll.ltiollS :ll't' :llso showI! ill Figure 1"2.
Tilt, agreeillclli with the, lllOl't* iil't'cisc nlt'lho,i.._ dist'tisStxl is tltlitC got_tl t'_nlsiliel'illg
the ntlnunifornlity ,tl the I_t,nlliilg [ichl. Thc ,_,,lid t'Ui'VC tV;iS :ictu:llly USl'll l'lll"
ilett'l'illin:ilion of ll:ii'tii'lt , t'liert{% ill llu' lt'sls.
j ,
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2.6 ANALYSIS PROCEI)UIll'_S
2.6.1 Reflectance Measurements
Three different instruments were used for reflectance measurements: (1) A
Beckman DK-2A spectxophotometer utilizing an integrating sphere attackment
for measurements in the 0.25 to 2.5 micron wavelength region; (2) a Perkin-
Elmer Model 99 spectroplxotometer utilizing a Gier-Duzlkle integrating sphere
attachment for measurements in the 0.3 to 2.0 micron region; and (3) a Beckman
IR-4 speetrophotometer utilizing a heated hohlraum attachment for measurements
in the 1 to 15 micron region. The majority of the measurements performed in
the contract were made with the Becknmn DK-2A reflectometer.
2.6.1.1 Specimen Orientation-- It w.-as recog_ized early in the program that
oriented surface roughness such as roU nmrks on specularly reflecting samples,
could cause erroneous reflectance readings in the DK-2A reflcctometer.
Therefore, ,'in orientation arrow was scribed on the back side of each specimen.
The direction of this arrow was made parallel to the direction of the roll marks.
The orientation arrow was used both to locate tim samples during irradiation and
to orient them in the integrating sphere. During reflectance measurements, the
samples were oriented such that the arrow pointed upward toward the detector.
It was found that variations in reflectance of about ,2 percent could be obtained
by rotating the sample in the port of the integrating sphere. This measurement
justified the need for orienting all of the specularly reflecting samples in the
same direction.
2.6.1.2 Pre-Irradiation Measurements -- At the begimiing of the program, the
total-hemispherical, spectral reflectance of approximately oae-fourth of all the
different types of samples was measured u_ith the DK-2A reflectometer. These
data provided ,-m indication of the variation in reflectance between similar
samples, and x_,-as usc_t for calctflation of solar absorptances of the tmirradiated
samples. These nloasurolllonts were nlllde using a SlllOkOtt_ nlagllcsium oxide
coating as a reference surface. The reflectance of a National Btlrcati of
Slmldards Vitrolite tile w:m recorded on each chart alon_ with the data fl'om the
test samples. The Vitrolitc tile data was required h)r c:dcul:ltion of solar
absorptanec. It shouhi lit, ix)inted out that total hemisl)hcrical reflectance
measurements in the I)K-2A are made at :m angle of 5 dc..t'l'ees from m_rm:ll,
alkt diffuse l't'l']et't;illeos ,ll'¢ nl_2ilSUl'OiI nornlally. S[}t,_..iliIII" l't'l]ectilllCe ('Jill t)c
c;lleulaitxi by sul,tractinB the difhi._c rel'leet:mc(' from the total hcmisl)hcric:ll
1"¢ |'h.'i'[; | I1_.."e.
A t_tutk _:ls nlatle to dett'rminc whe|hel" day-to-day val'i:ltion_ in spt, L'[l':lt rt'['l_.'c,-
tallt.'e Oll a gii'l,i! _:lllllllt, _w)ultl lit, _l'tXlit'l' [h;lll lhe V:ll-i:lliOll ll'Olll tille S:llllt)le itl
anolli_,r. The :lil_llel" Io llii_ qllC,_ti011 _;1_ o1 illlt'l't,sl [it, t.:lilSt, ii ttt'it'l'nlill0<t
whl'lht'i" lht' rl'l]t'l'lallt.t' ill _1 _:iilllllt' _hlitil_t lit, nlt,:l.,4111't,tl I_,l'oi't, ;lllll :ifler
.|1
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irradiation (on dffIercnt days) or could I_, measured relatiw to a similar
control sample as will be discuss_! later. The spectral reflectance of sample
No. 10 was measured on five different days using the same magnesium oxide
reference. It was found that the measured spectral reflectance in the 0.4 to
2.6 micron wavelel_g_h region varied by about +1 percent. The reflectance
variation in the wavelen_h region from 0.25 to 0.4 mierorm was about _-0.5
percent. Comparing these variations to the reflectance deviations measured
from one sample to another (given in Section 2.3.1), it can be seen that the
variation in the long wavelen_h re,on is eomlmrable. However, the variation
in the short wavelength region is less wimn the same sample is measured fl-om
day to day. It u_ts concluded from this study that the change in reflectance
data would be more accurate if the reflectmme of each sample _was measured
before and after irradiation. (This conclusion _t.s not ultimately followed
due to other considerations as will be discussed in Section 2.6. I. 3. )
Pre.-trrsdiatioa reflectance measurements were also performed with the Gier-
Dtmkle reflectometer on selected samples of low-emittance anodic coatings,
hlgh-emitt.ance anodic coatings, and vapor deposited aluminum coatings. The
total hemispherical spectral reflectances were measured at angles of 12, 22,
and 62 degTees h'om normal. The primary pmq_ose of these measurements was
to obtain absolute reflectance data on specularly reflecting samples as a function
of angle of Incidence, particularly at 60 degrees from normal (the operating
condition of the V-ridge solar cell concentrating panel). These data are
later compared to post-irradiation reflectance values for irradiated samples.
A secondary purpose for making the Gier-Dunkle reflectance meazurements on
the barrier layer coatings was to obtain more accurate values of their solar
reflectance for solar cell panel desigaa calculations.
Infrared reflectance measurements were made on selected test samples from each
type of coating (except vapor deposited alun_inum) with the IR-4 rcflectometer.
These measurements represent normal reflectance from a diffusely illumi_mted
sample. A heated tlohh'aum supplies the diffuse illumination to the sample.
The purposes of the infrared reflectance measurements were to determine
possible radiation effects on emittance and changes in molecular I_mds.
2.6.1.3 Post-h'radiat ion Mcasureme_lts _ 'File majority of the post-irradiation
reflectance nteasuremems were nlqde with tile I)K-2A refleetomett:r. Two
different techniques _verc used t'ov tilt, I)K-2A measurenaent.s. 1,_ tim first
technique, tlsed Oil the low cmittance ;tntatic ot,:ttings, the vaix_r dCl_,.'iitt_l
aluminum co:ttmgs, atltl the chemic:ally brightened aluminttm c_}Âtiia_s, tile
speetl'al rt, flt't.lzlnce of ;1 givci! s:tntpic was tlloasured relative to th¢. l-cl]t,et;inee
of a control sample of the S:ltiW ill:ltel'i:ll. Thus, tile l'etX_lXlOd I't'l'hrc:t:tl|trt' data
was a direct Ille:isttreilleut of tilt" pct't.elltage difference in rclq_,trt:tll¢:q: |_,tweetl
the irradiated :llld utlirl':ltli:ltt'd s:tmplcs. This tllothotl of vt'c'owli,Jt4 the tl:|Izl
was selected |,cc;lttsc the ch:lllgC iti l't'|'lcetzllICC :IS 11 hmction of w:tveloeil4th
could Iw ret,ordt'tl directly ell the I)K-2A l'tqleciomctcl" t-h:lrts. Thi...._itnplificd
42
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data reduction procedm'es, and allowed dh'ect tracing of the DK-2A charts for
use in the flnnl report. It should be pointed out that this relative reflectance
measurement technique could only be used under the following conditions:
(1) batches of samples that had similar (within _ percent) spectral reflectance
values; ,'rod (2) control samples having absolute spectral reflectances of about
40 percent or greater. The latter condition was established because the amount
of reference energy available for the detector was too snmll at low reflectm_ces.
A typical example of a ere'rage-in-reflectance ( A R) plot is shown in Figure C6
in Appendix C. The solid curve represents the variation in reflectm_ce betnveen
two o0ntrol samples, in this case, No. 's 104 mad 99 as shou_n in the title
block. The nomenclature, "Control Sample No. 104 vs No. 99," means tlmt
sample No. 104 was place! in the measurement port of the integrating sphere,
and No. 99 was placed in the reference port. Control sample curves are shounl
on a large number of the charts to indicate the statistical variation betnveen
unirradiated samples. Control samples numbers u_re chosen as close to the
irradiated sample numbers as possible to get maximum similarity bet_veen the
two. Reflectance changes noted for an irradiated sample must then be larger
than the statisticaldeviation behveen control samples to be significant. The
dashed curve represents the percent difference in reflectance between the
irradiated sample No. 109 and control No. 99. To generate the dashed curve,
sample No. 109 was placed in the measurement port of the integrating sphere
and No. 99 _s placed in the reference port.
In the second technique for measuring reflectance with the DK-2A reflectometer,
used on the S-13, Z-93 and high-emittance barrier layer coatings, the spectral
reflectance of each irradiated sample was measured relative to a maguesium
oxide reference by conventiomal techniques. Included on the same DK-2A chart
were plots of the spectral reflectance of an NBS-calibrated Vitrolite tile
and a control sample. The Vitrolitc tile data was used to calculate the absolute
reflech_mce of the samples. The rcflectances of both the irradiated a_Kt control
samples were placed on the same chart so that the change in refleckmce could
be scaled directly from the curves without correcting each curve to absolute
reflectance. A typical e._lmple of a reflectance dat_l sheet for this teelmique
is shown in l,'il_nire C37 in Apl_cndk_ C. Note that the ordilmtc scale represents
relative reflcctanex, in ln'reeat. As discussed alx_vc, this reflect-race is
relative to the magnesium oxide reference Sl)ceimcn and thus can exceed 100
percent on the so:lie. 'l',) ('xl)cxlitt" d:,ta reduction and t,, present the best
reproductbm of the, oh:m;4(' in sp(.t,tr:,! refleclJmce, thc curves shown in l.'igurc
C37 were traccxl directly from th(. IH_.-2A chart.
The I_st irradiation mc:,._urcmcnt.n I_('rlormc'd _ith tim Gier-l)unklc :,nd IR--t
refleetomctcr._ wcr(' :t¢'c,)mtdi._h('_l nimil.lrly to thos(' dist'lts_t'd ill the' l)t't'viou_
section on Ih'¢.-hu':uli:fl ion Mt,:tsu r(,mcntn.
-t:|
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2.6.2 Calculation of Solar Absorptance am! Emittance
2.6.2.1 Solar Almorptance _ The solar absorptances of selected control sample_
of each t_q.m of coating were calculated from tile DK-2A and Gier-Dunkle spectra:
reflectance data. The analysis of DK-2A reflectance data is discussed first.
Solar absorptances of u41ite paint coatings were calculated from DK-2A reflec-
tance data. Since DK-2A reflectance data were measured relative to a maga_esiu:::
oxide reference, corrections had to be made for the absolute reflectance of nu_,:.-
nesium oxide. The first step in the calculation of solar absorptance was to
correct the measured spectral reflectance data for the actual reflectm_ee of the
magxl_lurn oxide reference being used. The follouSng equation was used for
oorreeting the measured reflectance (Rm) to almolutc reflectance (R):
(RD
wherQ R m = measured spectral reflectance of sample
R 1 = measured spectral reflectance of NBS
Vitrolite tile standard No. V6-B203
R2= published spectral reflectance of the NBS Vitrolite tile,
relative to the reflectance of a freshly deposited maol_esium
oxide reference
R 3 = published spectral reflectance of a freshly deposit_t
magnesium oxide surface.
The Vitrolite tile data is inchtded in the equation to account for the difference in
reflectance between the actual magnesium oxide surface used and a freshly
deposited surface.
Absolute spectral reflectanees were calculated from Equation 1, for thirty
different wavelen#hs in tlw solar wavelength region. The wavelength intervals
chosen represented equal t'l|t'r]2_" increments for the solar sl)cctrum in si,acc
(JohtLson spectrunl, l{eference 7). The spectral rcflcct:tnces calculated Iof thc
equal energy illcrelllelll_ XVCI't."then sttmllled and divided by thit'ty to ol_tzlin :In
integrated s,,lar reflectance (l{s). The solar absorl_t:lncc ( a s) xv:ls _d,t:lincd
fl'om the s, Jlar reflectance I,3' the fldlowin_ rchttion:
a s 1 - R s
The hull< of tilt, an:llyscs with I)K-2A reflect:lute data invol'vcd calcul:ltion el
tilt' eh_.lllgt, ill 8OlZll" :ll)SOI'tII:IIII.'I.'. A Silllplt.'r technique wa._ ttscd Iov the. t.'h:lllgC-
in-solar-al_sovl)t:mce (Aa or A 11 ) t.alculati,ms. The difference in spectral
reflectanc(, (A il) l,ctwcot_ :t control s:lml)h' :ln, I an irr:uli:ltctl s:unple was
plotted ,m :t 14r:lldl such :l_ lilt' tmc ._hown ill l.'igtlre "J".._. '_lis technique, tliscttsscdin
-t-i
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Reference 8, utilizes a plot of the Johnson solar spectrum tm a distorted-wave-
longth/equal-energs.oincrement almcissa scale. The ordinate is dividc_l into
100 divisions fox" plotting the reflectance (or change in reflectance) values as a
function of waveleng'th. The change in solar absorptance or solar reflectance is
determined by integ-rating tile shaded area and dividing it by the total area of
the graph. A planimeter was used for integration of the areas.
Solar absorptances were calculated from Gier-Dunkle reflectance data t)3'
plotting the absolute reflectance data on a graphical plot such as the one sho_'n
in Figure 25. The ratio of the integrated area above the reflectance curve to
the total area of the graph represents the solar absorptanee. Similarly, the
ratio of the integrated area below the reflectance curve to the total area is
solar reflectance.
2.6.2.2 Emittance -- Tile emittances of samples were calculated from the IR-4
infrared reflectance data 1.5' a graphical integration technique similar to the one
used for calculating solar almorptaace from the Gier-Dunkle data. A gTaph Of a
22°C blaoak-body emission spectrum was prepared. A typical example of this
graph and a sample emittance calculation for sample No. 162B are shown in
Figure 26. The infrared reflect.'mce data was plotted in the wavelength region of
1 to 15 microns. The ratio of the crosslmtched area above the reflectmme culwe
to the total area of the graph at wavelengths less than 15 microns represents
the emittance of the sample. It should be pointed out that since the infrared
reflectance was only measured out to 15 microns, and because about 45 percent
of the energy in a 22°C black-body spectrum is at wavelengths longer than 15
microns, the emittances calculated only represent the emittance in the 1 to 15
micron region. Therefore, these calculated emittances do not represent tile
total thermal emittance of the surfaces. They do, however, provide a satisfac-
tory method of showing radiation effects on emittance.
2.6.3 Calculation of Effect of lteflcct,'umc Changes on Solar Cell Pmael Output
A calculation was made to estinmte tile percentage change in short-circuit
current ouqmt of a c_ncentrating solar cell panel due to radiation-effects
changes in reflectance of the reflective surlktces. These calculations were
performed assuming h)w-cmitt:mcc I)arrier layer awMic coatings on file
reflective surfaces, lteflectanct' tt:tt:l [or various angles of light incidence on
the reflectors, measured with Ix)th the I)K-2A and Gier-Dunkle roflcctomotors,
was used in the analysis. The typt, of solar cells assumed for the c:flettl:dions
was tloffman n-on-l), 12 perct,at cfficicucy cells. "[qfi.,i type of coil was chosen
as a typical l)r(_luction solal' cell lu.,ing used on solar cell lxmcls. The spectral
resl_)m,_e of special test ecll Nt). 132 _v:ts ttscd in the calculations. The sl)ectr;tl
restgHL,.;c, meastlrtrtl ill thc lk_t'illg bk_l,lr I_owt'! • l_dJoratory, is sht)xvn ill l"igtll't"
27. A schematic tlra_ving o1' :l trt)llt'Cllll';Iting solar cell l)ancl is sht)un in l"igtll't'
28.
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The percentage change in zhort circuit current output ( A I) of a concentrating
panel was calculated by the following equation:
A I = (Change in current output)
(Initial current output)
x 100
= (Current ch.mxge due to reflectance loss) x
[ Current due to_./Current due to direct I
_reflected light] \incidence sunlight ]
&I=
100
I.I
At/_ (H k )( _R_)(I k )d h
x 100 (2)
I.i fl" 1
Air / (H}.)(R k )(I x)dk +A,- i (II }. )(I _ )d k
9.4 ./.4
where A r = fraction of energy" striking reflector surfaces (0.6)
A e = h'action of energs" striking solar cell surfaces (0.4)
I =wavelength, microns
H }, = spectral intelmi_" of Johnson solar spectrum
R _ = spectral reflectance of reflector surfaces
I }, = spectral short circuit current response of solar cells
The limits of Equation 2 are established by the spectral response range of the
silicon solar cell (0.4 to 1.1 microns). Graphical plots of the three integral
functions versus wavclengXh were prepared m_d integTated with a planimeter.
An example calculation using Equation 2 for reflectance data on sample No. 42
is given below.
aI = _0. (;0)(41:_)
(0.60)('_':)_.)5) _ (0. l)(:_s:)'_')
x 100
(Integral values shown are simply area
units from planimetcr readings.. )
24S
:= X I t)t)
179S _ 1557
AI : 7.4 I_'rccnt
-L-
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2.7 TEST RESULTS
A summary of all tests conducted in tile contract is given ill 'Fable 2. Particle
type, particle cner_,, sample t33)e, and the numbers of samples tested are
shown in the table. A more detailed list of sample numbers, specific test
conditions, and thermal property measurements is given in Appendix D. As
shown in Table 2, low energy proton tests ranged in energT from 1.0 to 9.3 Key
and low energy alpha particle tests ranged from 2.2 to 16 Key. The large
variety of low energy proton energies used is primarily due to lack of calibra-
tion of particle energ3" early in the program. Subsequent corrections to
particle energies were made when calibration data was obtained. The high
energy particle tests consisted of 2.5 Mev protons and 3.0 Mev alpha particles.
The original objective of the contract was essentially accomplished because
it was originally planned to rma proton energies of 1 to S Key and 2.5 Mev.
and alpha p,_-ticle energies of 2 to 16 Key and 5.0 Mev. The only significant
deviations fl-om the test plan were: (1) the fluences in the Mev experiments
were not as large ,as planned; and (2) in low energy proton and alpha partiele
tests, low-era|trance anodic coatings were exposed to fluenees approximately
one order of magnitude higher th.-m originally planned. The reduction in Mev-
particle fluences was due to beam current limitations in the Dynamitron. The
change in Key-particle fluences, as mutually agreed upon by JPL and Boeing,
e_nsisted of adding several test ru]m at I x 1017 protons/sq.cm, and at
1 x 1016 alphas/sq, cm., and eliminating all planned runs at 1 x 1014 protons/
sq.em, and 1 x 1013 alphas sq. cm. This decision was made in an effort to
get data on the barrier-layer maodic coatings that would show measurablc
degradation.
2.7.1 Reflectance Data and Thernml Property Analyses
As discussed in Section 2.6, reflectance measurements were made on c,_ntrol
samples and irradiated samples with a Beckman DK-2A reflectomctcr, a Gier-
Dunkle reflectomctcr, and a l.k,ckman IR--Ircflcctometcr. A table showinR tim
types of rcfleeKance (lakl ntc:Isurod aiRt prcscnted in this report for each tylx' of
sample Is shown in Table 3. Ik, cause of the large number of reflectance (klka
sheets, the bulk of them arc included in Apl)cndix C and merely referenced in
the text. Selected (lakl sheets f,'om each type of sample are presentt_l in the
following text as required. I"or each type of sample and reflectance measure _-
merit, the dakt in Apl_.',utiees C and !) :ire "trrunl4ed in order of increasing
particle cncrg3, aml l']U¢llt'C for protons and ;|ll}h:t imrticlcs, respectively.
2.7.1.1 I_>w-I':mittmwc Anodic Coated Aluminum- A tyl)ic:tl l)lot of :,l,s,,lute
spectral reflect:into t)f a low emiti;mcc :tn_ulic c_mting (No. 21) is sh,,_vn in
Figlure 2:). Also slu_wn in the figure arc :d)s,dttt(, Sl_;ctr.,l l'Cflcct:mcc._ I;_r
speeimem,; (No. 's 211 ;1114,1 51) uhich h:tvc l)t't'it t'Xl_h'.;t_(I to 1 x 1016 atltl :1.27, x
1016 l)rot, ms/S(l, cm. The ch:ll'gcd lUll'licit il'r:uli:,tion typically l't'sullt_l ill :in
accentuation of the existing itltt'l'l't't'tqlt*t' Idl('ll,,|llt'lV! ]J.V dtrcl'C:lsing tilc I't'i'h't'l:lltt't'
51
Particle
Type
Particle
Energy
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Table, 2: SUMMARY OF SAMPLES TESTED
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS
Lo_v -
Emittance
Anodic
Coathlgs
High-
Emittance
Anodic
Coatings
Chemically
Brightened
Aluminum
Vapor
Deposited
AImn in tm_
Zinc Oxide/]Zinc Oxide/
Potassimn [ LTV-602
Silicate ]
(Z-93) [ (S-13) ,
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
Proton
I.0 Key 3 ..........
3.4 Key 7 ..........
4.7 Kev 6 ..........
5.0 Key 2 ..........
5.3 Key 1 ..........
6.0 Key 6 ..........
7.4 Kev 1 -- --" 1 ....
7.7 Key 5 ...... 1 --
8.0 Key ...... 1 ....
8.2 Key .... 2 -- 1 2
8.7 Key -- 1 ........
9.0 Kev 1 ..........
9.3 Key 2 1 ........
2.5 Mev 9 2 2 -- 2 3
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
e
4.
4.
5.
8.
16.
5.
2 Kev
2 Key
5 Key
5 Kcv
0 Key
0 Key
0 Mcv
4
3
3
9
9
w_
I
I
l
l
'2
2
2
w-- __
D
1 ----
l "2
52
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Table 3: REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENT SUMMARY
Low-Emittance
Anodic Coatings
High-Emittance
Anodic Coatings
Chemically Brightened
Aluminum
Vapor Deposited
Aluminum
Zinc Oxide/
Pota_ium Silicate
Zinc Oxide/
LTV-602
0. 25 to 2.5 Microns
DK-2A REFLECTOMETER
Reflectance
Relative to
Magnesium
Oxide
0_*
X,0
0
X, 0
X, 0
Reflectance
Relative to
Control
Specimen
0.3 to 2.0
Microns
'Gier-Dunkle
Reflectom-
eter
1-15 Microns
LR-4
Reflectom-
eter
Absolute
Reflectance
Absolute
Reflectance
X
X
X
X
X'* X
X
X
X
*X - denotes measurements made, from which graphs were prepared for
final report
**0 - denotes measurements made, from which no graphs were prel)ared for
final rel)ort. These were "quality control" type nmasurcments made
early in the program.
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at minima, shifting the maxima and minima to Ionger wavelengeths, and reducing
the reflectance of maxima at high fluences. TIle corresponding solar absorp-
tances for the three curves sho_aa in Figlare 29 are 0.12, 0.12, and 0.23,
indicating no change at 1 x 1016 protorts/sq, cm. and a change of h a s = 0.11 at
9.25 x 1016 protons/sq, cm. This corresponds to a percentage increase in
absorptanee of about 92 percent assuming an initial absorptance of 0.12 (Table 4).
The effect of angle of incidence of the reflectometer light beam on the reflectance
of low emittance anodic coatings is sho_m Wpically in Figure 30. The three
curves represent the reflectance of control sample No. 21 for angles of incidence
of 12, 22, and 62 degrees from normal. As the sample is rotated from 0 to 62
degrees the wavelengths of nmxima and minima shift to shorter values as expected
from interference theory. Similar shifting of the interference maxima and min-
ima occurs for irradiated samples as sho_a in Figures el, C2, and C3 in
AppendLx C. The solar absorptances at 12, 22, and 62 dega-ees for sample No.
21 are 0.120, 0.119, and 0.108, respectively, as sho_a in Table 4. Absorp-
tances at comparable angles for sample No. 51, irradiated with a fluence of
9.25 x 1016 of 3.4 Key energy protom_, are 0.232, 0.303, and 0.301. It is
interesting to note that the absorptance of an unirradiated sample decreases
as the angle of incidence from normal is increased, whereas, the absorptance
of No. 51 increases for the same angular change. It will be seen later that
the solar cell short-circuit current output (calculated from sample No. 51
reflectance data) actually increases as the angle of incidence changes from 12
to 62 degrees. This inverse relationship betnveen absorptance and solar cell
output points out the need for carefully measuring the spectral reflectance
of a stu-face uSaen interference characteristics are present in the reflectance
data. The reflectance in the wavelength region near the peak of the solar
cell spectral response is particularly important.
As previously discussed, a large number of change-in-refleclkance ( & R) versus
_'avelength plots were prepared from DK-2A rcflectometer data on the low-
emiUkance :medic coatings. These curves wcrc obtained by measuring the
reflectance of an irradiated sample relative to a similar contl_l sample. The
majority of these A R pl_C¢s for low-enerK_" proton tests is given in Figures C4
through C28 In Appendix C; however, three typical gl-aphs arc sho_l_ in Figures 31,
32, and 33 in the text. The eta'yes ,_hown in Fil4_wes 31, 32, and 33 represent
typical effects of proton l'luences ofab, mt 1 x 1015, I x 1016, "rod 1 x 1017 lirotons/
sq. era. These charts very clearly iJ_livate the l:t vgc decre:tse in reflcct_mce in narrow
wavelength kit_ls an(! the chatlgtr in tbt's¢' I):m(i,_ ;is tlic llttcnee lilt're'isis,. By
comparing these A 1l plots with the alls_tlult, rcllvct:lnet' plot (l.'igalre 29} it
can be seen that the maximtlm ch:ln_('_ in i't'lli't,t_lll_'e ot'Ctll" :it the wavelengths
of characteristic inter[t, rcnt.t, rel'h,t'ta,cc nlillinla. It c:m also l,e nottal that
the wavcleagflis of |he inlcrl't, rcncc miiiim:l shil'l Io l:irgcr valut's :Is the
fhtellce is increased. The ly|tc o1 i'cl'h,cl:lll_.c ch:liiges obsel-vt'd 111:13,bc cxplaint_!
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Specimen
No,
Table 4:
21
36
20
29
51
178"*
180"*
J l u]
161A
162A
214
233
Integrated
Flux,
I>rotons/sq. cm.
Control
Control
1 x 1016
1 x 1016
9.25 x 1010
1 x 1016
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
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SOLAR ABSORPTANCE DATA
Particle
Energs",
Key
Control
Control
7.7
4.7
3.4
7.4
Control
i
Control
Control
Control
Control
12 °
0.120
0.120
0.120
0.120
0.232
LI
0.088
0.083
O. 107
O, 107
O. 1SI*
0.157"
Solar Absorptance,
22 °
0.119
0.119
O. 119
0.119
O. 303
O. 088
O. 081
O. i01
0.112
62 °
0.108
0.108
0.108
0,108
0. 301
0.108
0.103
,ml,,
0.114
0.122
*Calculated from DK-2A rcflcctmlcc data, mt::tsttrcd :it aL_ml 5 degrees
from nornml.
**Measurt_! :it 10 °, 20 °, and 60 ° from ,l,,rm:li.
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by either or all of the following three ts_s of clmnges of the anodtc film:
(I) an increase In the refractive index; (2) an increase in film thickness; aI_l
(3)deposition of a thin reflective film onto tlleanodic film. Determination
of specific radiation effects was beyond the scope of this program.
The changes in solar reflectance ( A Its) produced by Kev-energT protons was
found to be negligible at integrated fluxes of 1 x 1015 protons sq. cm., less than
& Rs = -0.01 at 1 x 1016 protons/sq, cm., and a Rs = -0.13 at 1 x 1017 protons/
sq. cm. The foregoing A Rs values calculated from DK-2A refleck'mce data
can be compared with similar values calculated from Gier-Dtmkle reflectometer
data (Table 4). For sample No. 51, the A R s values for DK-2A and Gier-
Dunkle data are 0.149 and 0.112, respectively. The difference between these
two values is probably due to i_strumentation errors or to tim strong angular
dependence of reflectance. The DK-2A data was measured at 5 degrees h-ore
normal and the Gier-Dunkle at 12 degrees. A plot of the change h_ solar
reflectance ( & P_ measured on the DK-2A reflectometer versus integrated
proton flux is shown in Figure 34. It can be seen from this curve that the
threshold of measurable change ( & R s g 0.01) in solar reflectance occurs
at about 3 x 1016 protorm/sq, cm. Although the points on this curve represent
tests using proton energies varying from 3 to 9 Key, it was assumed valid to
draw a single curve through them. The effect of particle energT on solax
reflectance could not be conclusively established for anodic coated samples.
The & R of sample Nos. 20 and 31 were measured at two different time intervals
after irradiation to determine whether annealing effects were significant.
The & R curves for sample No. 20 measured at 42 and 8S0 hours after irradia-
tion showed considerable annealing as shown in Figure C23. However, sample
No. 31 measured at 20 and 165 hours after irradiation (Figure C13) showed a
_:ery small annealing effect. Although annealing of reflectance of _modic coated
aluminum was observed, no conclusions can be made because of fl_e lack of data.
Annealing studies were beyond the scope of this contract.
No &R s curves were prepared for low-emittance anodie coatings irradknted with
2.5 blev protons, because reflectance changes were negligible. Fluenees in the
2.5 Mev proton tests ranged from 7.1 x 1012 in the center of the outer ring of
samples to 2.95 x 1015 protons/sq, cm. at the inner edge of tilt' iluler ring.
An important objective of the contract was to (h.t(,vminc whether the c!mrgtxl
Ixtrticles (particularly the Key-energy tmrticlt:s) _v,,uh! increase the diffuse
reflectance or decrease the Sl}eetdar rellectant:c ,}1' the spt'cui:lrly reflecting
surfaces. The results of typical diffuse rCflCC|:IIICt' IIIt'_lStll'Cillt211t$ on low-
enlittancc anodic coatings are shown ill l'igui'c 35. l! ',_;Is t'oncludcd fl'om these
curves that the diffuse or Sl_'Cul:Ir l't,|']t'ct_tllcc of I_:ll'l'it'l'-l:l.vcl" ;IIRK|ic Co:itct[
alun_inum tloes not changc after fluorites as high :Is I x ! 0 ! 7 pt'OtoilS sq. tin.
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Numerous diffuse reflectance measurements were performed on ,-modic coatings
but the data were not reproduced in this doctnncnt because clumges were no
larger than those shou-n in Fig'ure 35. Tile conclusion ttmt diffuse reflectance
does not change is subst,'mtiattxt by electron photomicrographs of surfaces of
low emittance anodic coatings bcforc and after irradiation (Fi_tres 36 and 37).
The photomicrographs, at 21,600x, indicate that the sttrface may have actually
been smoothed by the irradiation. It is not knouaa whether the dark blotches
on the before-irradiation microgl'aph are cavities, protrusions, or residue on
the anodic surface. Similar dark blotches have been observed on photomicro-
graphs of Alzak anodic surfaces. The apparent blisters in Figure 37 are
actually cavities in the anodie surface, not blisters. -These cavities are
only sparsely located and are blieved to be at locations where electrical
breakdown across the anodic film occurred, A photomicroga-aph of a b'pica]
large "spark cavity," is shown in Figure 38. This cavity is about 14.5 microns
in diameter and has 0.3 micron diameter pits in the cavity floor. Eleeta'ical
breakdown across the anodic film was particularly prevalent in 1 to 4 Key
tests where charge--buildup occurred. Formation of spark cavities emmet be
treated as a space radiation effects phenomenon because the charged particle fluxes
in space are orders of magnitude lower than fluxes used in the tests, and the solar
wind is believed to be a neutral plasma.
Infrared reflectance measurements were performed on about 1S samples to
determine whether low energy protons have any effect on emittanee or chemical
bonds. Typical infrared reflectance curves for a control sample and for
samples exposed to 1 x 1016 and 1 x 1017 protons/sq, cm. are shou-n in Fiffure
39. The emittances in the 1 to 15 micron wavelength region of all three of these
samples were calculated to be 0.06. Emittances are tabulated in AppendLx D.
No conclusive changes in infl'ared reflectance were observed at fluences as
high as 1 x 1017 protons/sq, era. of low enerk_' protons.
The effects of low-ener_, alpha particles on low-emittancc anodic coath_s can
be observed in Figures C13 and C29 through C3G in Appendix C. Although 27 low
emittance anodic coatings were exl_Jsed to Kcv-encrgy-alplm p-_rticles, o,fly
14 reflectance plots were preparcd becausc insignificant reflect:moo oh-rages
occurred on the other samples. It was originally plannuxi to expose samples
to low-enerk_" alpha particles'in the energy range of 2 to 11; l<cv :lnd fluetlccs
of 1 x 1013, 1 x 1014, atoll 1 x 1015 alphas/sq, em. lh,wevcr, because of the
sin-all reflectance ch:tngcs observed at flucnc(.s ell x 1014 :lnt| 1 x 1015
alphas 'sq. era., it was tlccidt_tl to substitute scv(._ral (_'xi_,suvcs :it 1 x t016 for
the planned tests at 1 x 1013 alph:ts/sq, cm.
The type of reflectance chnngc l)roducc_l by low-energy :ill)Ira ))articlcs wns found
to be similar to that product_i I)y low-energy l)r(Jtons. A f]tlt'lk'C of 1 X 10 lt;
alphas 'sq. em. l)l't_ltlct'tl a change in solar l'c[lccl_u)c(, ()l' _ !{_ -0.0Jl. This
dl;Ingc in absol'pklllcc is :tl_)ut tl_vcc times the ch;,n_4(" I)r()thlt'cd by :l COIll|):ll':lblc
0LICIICC of kt'V-t'llCl'g'V |}i'OtOllS. No al_lJl'cci:tbl_' ._,_lal' I'cf]ct'l:lllt't' ch'ltl._t's
BARRIER-LAYER ANODIC COATED ALUMINUM BEFORE IRRADIATION
FIGURE 36
BARRIER-LAYER ANODICCOATEDALUMINUM AFTER IRRADIATION 16 2
9.3 KEV PROTONS --1XIO P/GM FIGURE 3,7
TYPICAL LARGE SPARK CAVITY ON ANODIC COATED ALUMINUM AFTER IRRADIATION
9.3 KIEV PROTONS-- IXlO16P/CM e FIGURE 38
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occurred at flucnces below 1 x 1016 alphas/sq, cm. It is apparent from the A R versus
wavelength plots (FiglJres C13 and C29 through C36) that the reflectance change
at the 0.278 micron wavelength minimum varied considerably between samples
exposed to the same fluence (for example, 1 x 1016). Variations of this t)3ae
and magnitude were not observed in Kev-energ3" proton experiments. This
variation in reflectance could have been caused by either ener_'-dependent
effects, errors in current measurement, or differences in fluxes.
Electron photomicrograph observations of a low-emittance anodic coated sample
bombarded with 8 Key alphas, revealed a smooth appearing surface similar to
that observed on proton irradiated samples. However it _as noted that a
small portion of the surface was covered _qth irregular-shaped protrusions or
cavities (Figure 40). These irregularities were located in a band about 12
microns wide as shown in the figure.
2.7.1.2 High-Emittance Anodic Coated Aluminum_ A plot of the absolute
reflectance of control sample No. 161A, meastu-ed at 12, 22, and 62 degrees
from normal is shox_Tt in Figure 41. A similar plot for sample No. ts 162A and
162B, measured on the DK-2A reflectometer, is shown in Figure 42, Other
relative reflectance curves which show the effects of low energy protons on the
highoemittazme anodle coatings are given in Appendix C (Figures C37 and C38).
Figure 42 shines the reflectance of a control sample and a specimen irradiated
with a fluence of 1 x 1016 protons/sq, cm. of 8 Kev protons. The nature of the
spectral reflectance changes in the high-emittance anodic coatings is different
from the changes observed in the low-emittance coatings. The reflectance of
both the interference maxima and minima, in the thick coating reflectance
curve, decrease after irradiation with 1 x 1016 protons/sq.cm. Note also,
that the irradiated high-emittance anodic coating (No. 1G2B) has shorter
wavelength maxima and minima than the control sample (No. 162A), whereas,
the mininm _waveleng'tlm of low-emittance anodic coatings shifted to longer
waveleng_J_s. The shift in wavelength of maxima and minima in the high-
emittanee c_atings may be due to thickness variation of the anodic film between
the two samples taken from the same sheet. This thickness variation may be
the result of differential attack in the phosphoric acid bath following an_×lization
(Section 2.3.1).
The solar absorptm_ces of sample Nos. I{;1A a_l 1G2A mt,asured at 12, 22, and
(;2 degrees are given in Table ,I. The absorptances _iven in thL, table vary
from 0.10 to 0. 122. The change in _lar alJsorpt:mc¢; ¢,r rc.ll¢.c'tance (_f sample
No. 16211 was found Ix, be less thaa All s = -0.01 (ne_li_ild¢') f_*r a flttt'n¢_¢' of
1 X 1016 proiom_'sq, em. oIS.7 Kevprotons. Similclrly, irrmli:tli_nwith
sm:|ller fluenees of Io_ and high ¢,m,r_' alplm l)artit'l('s ;ttl_l high I'll_.'I'_)' I)['(,|(}IIN
did not prt)dtlct' signific:m[ ch:ttlgL's ill solar i'(.'fleckttlct'. Nitl(.'t' :t dt'gr:td;tlitJn
threshold ( ,t Rs ?*0.01) was n,,t rt,acht,d, it can only I,_., c_n¢ludt.,i that lluc'nccs
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of greater than 1 x 1016 protons/sq.cm, of Key-energy protons will be required
to produce a significant decrease in solar reflectance. The infrared reflectance
data on high emittance anodic coatings is shown in Figoare 43. T33_ical emittances
varied from 0.25 to 0.28 as sho_al in Appendix D, and were not affected by
irradiation xx-ith low energy protons.
2.7.1.3 Chemically Brightened Aluminum--The change-in-reflectance ( A R)
plots for chemically brightened aluminum e.xposed to low ener_" protons are
shown in Figures 44 and 45. Because the reduction in reflectance x_as small in
the intense re,on of the solar spectrum, no measurable change in solar
absorptance occurred at an inte_-ated proton flux of 6.1 x 1015. The shift in
reflectance-change from the ultraviolet to visible wavelengths, noted in the ta_x_
figures for different integrated fluxes, suggests that a decrease in solar reflec-
tance will occtu, at a slightly higher integrated flux.
The nature of the reflectance change indicates that the degradation may have
been caused by a roughening of the surface by either sputtering or blistering
processes. Examination of the surfaces by electron photomicrographs revealed
that the low energy protons caused blistering of the surface. Photomicrographs
of chemically brightened aluminum before and after irradiation are shown in
Figures 46 and 47. The photomicrograph of an unirradiated sample (No. 190)
shows an ex-tremely smooth surface except for what are believed to be oriented
etch marks frem the brightening bath (Section2.3.1}. The photomicrograph of
sample No. 1 _9 shows that the blisters have a definite pattern in their
formation which is apparently not associated with surface etch marks. The
size of the largest blisters in Figure 47 is about 0.3 microns. A study should
be conducted re determine the process of formation of these blisters and their
effect on solar concentrator performance.
The effect of low energy protons on the infrared reflectance of chemically
brightent_.t ahtminum is shown in Figure 48. The reflectance of control sample
No. 196 is t\unparod to the reflectance of exposed sample No. 187 which was
irradiattxl with 4.6 x 1015 protons/sq, cm. at 8.2 Key. Although a small decrease
in reflect:race occurred, the calculated emittance for both curves in the 1 to
15 micron wavelength region is al_Jut 0.0 8. Thus, it was concluded that a
fluenct" of 4.6 x 1015 protons/sq, cm. of 8.2 Key protons has a nclgligiblc
effect on t,mittance.
No A II rt,t'lcctatlct` curvt`s ave prcscnttxl for sam|,lt.s ivv:tdhttcd with low encrg 3'
alphas, high encrAa" alph:ts, :tt_l hiI_h (,llel'_._ protons since negligible damage
oct'tll'rctt ill thost, tt,sts.
2.7. !. 4 \'a_x_r l)t`positod Altttltilmm _ A typical i)h)t -i" tile :tl)._olute Sl_,ctral
reflcctalk, t, of ;I "_al_)v dt,l_)sit(_l :llumilmnl control s:ltt|i)h' (No. 1 _0) ;tll(I ;Ill
exIK_st,t| s:ll:l_It" (No. 17S) is .,_ho_tl il! |.'igllrt' .ID. Tht' t't'llcct:ttl(:(, _l:tt:t shown
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in Figure 49 were measured at a 10-degree angle from normal incidence using.
the Gier-Dunkle reflectometer. Calculated solar absorl)tanees for angles of
incidence of 10, 20, and 60 degrees for these taro samples arc shown in Table 4.
The solar absorptances at 10 degrees of sample Nos. 1S0 and 178, respectively,
are 0.083 and 0.0._5. This indicates a change in solar absorptance of only
& Q s = 0.005 or a percentage change of 0.5 percent after irradiation with 1 x
1016 protons/'sq, cm. with 7.4 Key protons. Rotating the samples from 10 to
60 degrees caused the solar absorptance to increase by h ¢t s = 0.02.
For comparison purposes, it was found that the change in solar absorptance
observed on sample No. 178 from DK-2A reflectance data (Figure 50) is
_ s = 0.015. The changes in absorptance derived from reflectance data from
different reflectometers are not in agreement, however, the changes are small
and are probably less than typical measurement errors or are due to the
different angles of light incidence used in the two instruments. The cimnge in
spectral reflectance measured on the two instlxtments can be compared in
Figures 49 and 50. A comparison at 0.3 microns shows a decrease in reflee-
Lance of about 16 percent and 11 percent for the Gier-Dunkle and DK-2A
refleetometers, respectively.
At 0.5 microns the changes are -1.0 percent and -1.0 percent, respectively.
Thus, the two sets of data are in fair agTeement considering the differences
in measurement techniques and the nmguitude of the changes.
The decrease ha total hemispherical reflectance of sample No. 178 is accom-
partied t)3.-an increase in diffuse reflectance as shown in Figure 49. The spectral
change in diffuse reflectance measured with both types of reflectomctcrs is
shown in the figxtre. The comparison betxveen data taken on the two instruments
is in fair agreement.
A possible exqManation for the increase in diffuse reflectmicc ,anti decrease
in total hendsphcrical reflectance (which becomes larger as wavelenglh becomes
smaller) is an increase in surface roughness. Roughness on the surface could
both scatter reflected light and cause increased light absorption duo to
multiple reflections. It was first sttspected that the visual diffuseness
observed on the irradiated samples was caused by sputtering, lh,wcvcr, electron
photomicrograt_hs I'CVCzlIt'tl a blistering phenomenon on the surfact" el the V:tl_V
detx_sited :lhtminttm similar to that obst'rvod Oil the chemic:lily In'i_hlt, n(.d
alunlinunl. "['vpic:ll Dhotolllit'l'ogl'al*hs of V;t[k)l" ¢letx)sitt'tl :llttlllillunl _url:tt.t's
hi, fore :ltui -if'let irradLttion _ lib l x 1016 pl'ototls s( 1. dnl. aft' shtnvn ill l"il4urt's
51 atilt 52. Note that the ttllirl';ttti:ttcd x',l|X_l" dc[x_sitt,d :lhtmintuu _tll'i:|ct' is
rottght'r than the ehcmit'ally bl'ightcncd ,ihlminttnl suvl:|ct' sho_wl in |.'igul't" IlL
This Sttt't'at.t, rottght, llillg, t.atl,,.ccd bv the vitl,_)r det_*silion |lt'ot,t,s,,4, l't,tltlt't's Iht'
reflct.tant't, of the St|l'f;tct'. Thc etch m:lrl, s Oll tilt' t'ht, mic:llly I)l'ightt,att'd
lilttlllilltlm ,'4tll'f:tCt' ;If't" ;It'ttt;tll 3 :lt'¢t'llttt:ltt'd bV the V;lt_*l" dt'tx*s it i,_11 of ;ithlit ion:ll
A i U Ill illU tit.
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After irradiati(m with Kev-cncrg3 protons, the aluminunl surfiacc becomes almost
completely covered with small blisters (alxmt 0.2 microns dklmctcr) amt large
blisters (varying in sizc from 0.6 to 3.0 microns diameter). A rough calculation
of the height of a 3-micron diameter blister indicated it to bc 0.4 to 0.5 microns.
It is interesting to note on the blistered photomicrogral)h that one blister (top
left) has actually collapsed due to either internal gas pressure or the replication
process. Small pinholes are evident at the periphery of other large blisters.
As noted in Section 2.3.3, the thickness of the vapor deposited aluminum film
was measured to be about one micron. The estimated range of penetration of
the 7.4 Key-energy protons is 0.2 microns. The question of whether the blisters
(particularly the large ones) represent separation of the vapor deposited film
from the substrate cannot yet be definitely answered. Electron microgTaphs of
a cross section of a blistered surface, taken just prior to publication of this
report, indicated that the range of 7.4 Kev protons is no larger than 0.2 microns
and that the gas pockets form in the vapor deposited film. This conclusion is
somewhat substantiated by the apparent thickness of the skin of the collapsed
blister sho_a'l in Figure 52 which showed the skin thickness to be about 0. 024
microns. Although the ranges of the protons as estimated by two different
methods are not in good aga'eement, they indicate that the large blisters are
not separation of the film from the substrate. Further analyses of blistered
surfaces are recommended to resolve the unknowns of the blistering phenomelm.
The effects of 8 Kev alpha particles on a vapor deposited aluminum surface are
shown in Figure 53. The nature of the reflectance change produced is similar
to changes produced by low energy protons.
The Mev-energ¥ protons and alpha particles did not produce a sigtaificant danmgc
and thus no A R plots are shox_Tt for them.
2.7.1.5 Zinc Oxide/Potassium Silicate Coatings _ The effects of low energy
protons on the reflectance of zinc oxide/potassium silicate (Z-93) thcrnml
coatings are sho_al in l,'igure 54 and Figure C43 in Appendix C. The characteris-
tic reflectance changes on these coatings consist of a shift of the ultraviolet
cutoff wavelength at_l a general decrease or increase in rcflectance in the
infrart_ region. _lar absorptancc changes resulting from low encl-g 3, pl'OlOltS
varied from less than A ct s : 0.01 at the threshold of 1.5 x 101"1 protolm/sq, t.m. ,
to A a s :_-0. 131 at 1 x 101G protons/sq, cm. A plot of thc change in solar
aLmorptance ( A o s) :t_ a function of flucnce i_ shown in l"il4urt' 55. Assunling
tlutt the pr{,hm I'lut, nt'c for ztll I J:trth-M:trs mission will I,c :lt,,ut 1 x Ill I 5 i,t.t_ltiilS
sq. cm. (Api_u,t_lix A) of l)rimarily low enerl4y protons, tht" t:hzln_t' in ;|h.-_()l'idanct,
caused l)y thvsc lxtvticit,s will tm A a s 0. 073. This L'L'III'OSt'IIIs ;I t,h'lnl4l" ,d'
(0.075,/0. 1._7)100 -t7. _ pt,l'cent I)ast,d ,m an initial solar alJs,_vplanct, t_l It. I._
(Table -t).
Tht' rt.flt'ctanct, el s:lml_lt. N,,. 221.1 was mc:lsurcd :It tithe intt.vval_ t_l il h,,uvs
anti o.,
_.ill0 |iOHI'14 ;lilt'l" il'l';ttli:tti_,n. N,J ;lllllt':tlillg O[ l't'flccl;lnt'¢' d;lltt;Igt' W:ls
observt,d t_V('l" th:ll timt' intt.vv:,i.
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• (°)The effects of 2.5 Mev l)rotons on tile reflcckancc of Z-,l,, coatings arc shown
in Figaarcs C44 and C45 in Appendix C. Resulting solar absorpt:mce changes are
shown in Figure 55. Although olfly one data point was obt:lit_ed where significant
damage occurred, it is indicated that tile 2.5 Mev protons are less damaging
than Key-energy protons. To produce equiwtlcnt damage of A a s = 0. 025,
about 2.5 times more 2.5 Mev protons are required than Key-energy protons.
Since the integTal proton flux of energies greater than 2.5 Mev expected for an
Earth-Maars mission is ozfly alx)ut 5 x 1010 protons/sq, cm., no reflectance
changes are expected from the protons of energy greater than 2.5 Mev.
The reflectance data for low energs" alpha particles is shown in Figures C46
and C47 in Appendix C. Solar absorptance changes produced by the low energy
alpha particles are shown in Figure 55. The curve, dra_aa through the two
data points shown, closely coincides with the low-energs, proton curve. The
fluenee of primarily low ener_, alpha particles expected for an Earth-Mars
mission is about 4 x 1014 alphas/sq, era. Thus, a change in solar absorptance
of A = s = 0.01 is expected due to the low energy alpha particles. The per-
cent,age change in absorptanee for the Earth-Mars mission due to low energy
alpha particles is (0.01/0.157)100 = 6.4 percent.
The reflectance data for 5.0 Mev alpha particle tests on the Z-93 coatings is
presented in Figures C48 and C49 in Appendix C. Solar absorptance changes
produced by the high energT alphas are shown in Figure 55. It was found that
the high-energy alphas are considerably more danmging than protons or alphas
of other energies. To produce equivalent damage of _ a s = 0.03, about 80
times more 2.5 Mev protons are required than 5.0 Mev alpha particles. The
estimated integ-ral flux of alpha particles of energy g-renter than 5.0 /Vlev for
an Earth-Mars mission is 5 x 1010 alphas/sq, cm. (Appendix A). Since this
Integral flux of higdl enerb_- alpha particles is substantially below the damage
threshold of about 7 x 1013 alphas/sq, cm., no danmge is expected from these
particles.
If the assumption is correct that effects of different particles are additive,
the total change in solar al)sorptance expected on an Earth-Mars mission for
the Z-93 coating is A a s - 0.075 _ 0.01 = 0.085. This woul(I corrcsl)ond to
a percentage increase in :lbsorpt:mcc of (0. 085/0.157)100 = 54 percent.
Measurements of infrared rcflcctance were made on control Saml)le No. 227 and
ex_sed Saml)lc No. 232 1o ast.crt_lin whether Iou cncrg:v lwotons wouhl have any
effect on cmittancc. The results of these mcasurcmcnts, shown in l"igtire 56,
iralicatc that tilt, rcflcct:mct, ,Icgrad:dion c:iuscd by all CXlX)sure to l. 0 x 1016
prototm/'s( I. cm. of 7.7 Key prt)ttms colllinucs out to a wavelenglh of ai)(_ttt 6.5
microns. The e|lli|t:lncc o1' i)oth sl_ecimen_ , tmwcvcr, was c:llculatt_l to I_(, O. $5__
indicating no challge in cmitt:tncc. Thc rc:l_ou tlmt the l'eflccIdlilce changes
without :t t_t_rreslN)|l_ling ch:ll|gt' in clllit[:l|l(.c is tlmt a 22"(" Id:lcl,-hotly Sl)cclrum
was assumt'd in Ille c:llcttl:lti_t_s :llld this Sl)t'clrtlm h:l_ otily al_ult 7 I_'l'ccnl (d
its CllCrl4?,' ;11 _V;l_Clcngih,_ .Ml_,t'l_,r ih:ltl 7 micr_ns.
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2.7.1.6 Zinc Oxide/LTV-602 Coatin_a _ -- Tile effects of low energy/ protons on
the reflectance of zinc oxide/LTV-602 (S-13) thermal coatings are shox_n in
Figure 57 and Figure C50 in Appendix C. The characteristic reflectance
changes in the S-13 coatings are a slight increase in reflectance in the ultra-
violet region, a shift in the ultraviolet absorption cutoff, and a general decrease
or increase in the infrared waveleng_th region. A plot of the clmnge in solar
almorptance (A a s) as a function of fluenee for the S-13 coatings is shou_n in
Figure 58. For the approximate fluence of low energy protons expected for an
Earth-Mars mission (4 x 1015 protons/sq, cm. ), a change in solar absorptance
of A a s = 0.048 will occur. This represents a percentage increase in absorp-
tanee of (0.048/0.181)100 = 26.5 percent based on the initial solar absorptance
of 0.181 given in Table 4. Note tlmt this is lower than the change expected for
the Z-93 coatings.
The reflectance of sample No. 216 was measured at time intervals of 14 hours
and 2070 hours after irradiation. No annealing of reflectance damage was
observed.
The effects of 2.5 Mev protons on reflectance of S-13 coatings are sho_Ta in
Figures C51, C52, and C53 in Appendix C. Figure C53 shows the reflectance
measured at 3 different positions on sample No. 220 which was located in the
inner rhag of the scattering chamber. Resulting solar absorptance changes are
shown in Figure 58. Although oxlly two of the three samples irradiated in this
test showed measurable damage, the three reflectance measurements made on
the heavily damaged sample pl_-ided additional data points. It was noted in
this test that the heavily damaged S-13 coating exhibited cracking, however, the
coating still adhered to the alumimml. It can be seen in Figure 58 that the
high energy protons are more dama_ng to the S-13 coatings than the low energy
protons. The reverse u_s true for Z-93 coatings. To produce equivalent
damage of A. s = 0.085, about 2 times more low energy, protons than high
energy protons are required. No solar absorptance changes due to high-
energy protolm arc anticipated for an Earth-Mars mission.
The reflect,'mce data hw low-energy alpha lxlrticle tests arc sho_aa in Figures
C54 and C55 ill Appendix C. The Ilxaxinlunl change in solar absorptance obtained
in low enerKv alpha particle tests was A a s = 0. 005 at 1.49 x 1015 alphas/
sq.cm. Therefore, IR_ eorrel:ltion_ can bc re:tale betwt_n this data and results
of other tests. It e:m only I_" t'onclttdt_l that low energy alpha particles have
less effect than low 1211t'i'g_" |lrolollS oll S-I:_ co-di,gs.
t'
The reflectance data I'_,r high cucrg3 alplm particle It, sis is shown in I"igures
056 alal C57in Al,l_'lklix C. I"iglwt" C.-,7 shows the retqcct:mcc measured _t three
different positious ,m S;lmplc No. ".2"2t_vhit:h was h,c:ltctl in the inner rin_4 of
tile scattcriag chamla, r. Tilt' rt'sulting _L,inr :ll_st,rl_tz|llt'c ¢h:lnl4cs llr_itlct.tl in
the2 S-13 Sl)ecinletls :ll'c showll in I"iglll't' 5,_. It C:II1 bt' St'I'll ill lilt, figlll'C that
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the high energ3' alplm particles were far more damaging than protons or low
energ3"alpha particles. To produce equivalent damage of A a s = 0.05, a factor
of about 74 more hi_a energ3" protons than high energ3"alpha particlc_ is required.
The anticipated change in solar absorptance ollan Earth-Mars mission due to
high energy alpha particles willbe negligiblebecause of the low integral flux
of the high energy alphas.
Summarizing the expected charged particle danmge to the S--13 coating for an
Earth-Mars mission, the total change in solar absorptancc _ill be d_ a s = 0. 048
+ 0.005 = 0.053. This represents a percentage increase in absorptance of
(0. 053/0.181)100 = 29.3 percent.
Measurements of infrared reflectance were made on control sample No. 214
and exposed sample No. 216 as shox_al in Figure 59. Contrary to results
obtained with Z-93 coatings, the S-13 sample exq_osed to 6.1 x 1015 protons/
sq. cm. of 8.2 Key protons exhibited an increase in reflectance out as far as
15 microns (the measurement limit). As a result of this, the emittance of
sample No. 216 changed from 0. $9 before irradiation to 0.85 after irradiation.
2.7.2 Short Circuit Current Output of Solar Cell Concentrator Panel
The primary goal of this contract was to determine the effect of protons and
alpha particles on the performance of V-ridge concentrating solar cell panels.
A simulated Earth-Mars mission was of particular interest since panels of this
type have been proposed for that mission. An estimate was made of the
respective fluences of protons and alpha particles for an Earth-Mars mission
(Appendix A). Since the estinmtes of fluences are subject to change as more
space environment measurements arc made, the short-circuit current output of
the panel was calculated for a range of flucnces. The short-circuit current
was calculated rather than ix*_vcr output because it could be obtained directly
from the spectral response data and is directly protx,rtional to the power
output. Details of the method of calculation were discussed in Section 2.6.3.
The results of solar cell currcnt t'alculations arc shoual in Table 5. As noted
in the table, calculations _vel'c Ill:idc [1"o111DK-2A rcl'lcctance data on exI_>st_t
sample No.'s 29, 3S, ai_l -12. Ch:lngcs in short circuil current in these
calculations were bzistxl on tizlta froth t'ontl't*l s:ltlllllt' N_,. 10. Calculations
were also nla(l_.' using (_icr-lhinl, lc rcllct.ttlmclt, r tl:lt:l on cxt_sed sample No. 's
29 ai_t 51. For the (]it'l'-l)ulll, lc tt;tl;I c:l!ctll:liitllls, c'h;illl4c,n wore bas_Jd oil
the l'efleetaiil:o of ctlnli'ol ,_:iintllt, .No. 21. (in ,_:linlllt, N_. 's 29 and 51, tilt,
change in short-circuii t'iil'i't'nt _ :is c:licul:ilt'd I'tli" :inglt's o1 12 dt'gl'ccs alll
6_ debq'ecs friinl IlOl'nl:ll.
It w:l_ fltunll thai ;i l]ul'ni'c i,l 1 x 1016 tn'olons Sll. t'ln. will lit'educe all insig-
nifit'ant t'llangl, ill oulluil llf Iht, ._,l:ll cclls. The liK-'_,\ iI:ll:l on S:llnlllc N(_. -99',
nlt'asul't_l :it 5 dt,gl't't,_ ll'Olll ll_i'lll-ll, sllowt,d ;i dt,t,i't,:i.nt, ill olilV I). 12 l)t.l'Ct, lil.
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The Gier-Dunkle data on the same sample shoxved an increase in output of
0.07 and 1.13 percent for angles of 12 degrees and 62 degrees, respectively.
In a concentrating solar cell panel tlle light is reflected at an angle of
about 60 degrees from normal. Therefore, it can be concluded that a fluence
of 1 x 10 TM protons/sq, cm. of 4.7 Key protolxs will produce a slight increase
(1.13 percent) in solar panel output. The unext_ected increase in reflectance
is caused by the partial elimination of the characteristic aluminum absorption
band at 0. $3 microns when the surface is rotated to 60 degrees from normal
as shou-n m Figure 30. At this particular angle of incidence, an interference
maximum is located at about the same wavelength as the aluminum absorption
minimum. The net result is a substantial increase in reflectance in the
wavelength region near the peak of the solar cell spectral response (0. _3
microns, Figure 27).
Significant reductions in solar cell output did occur for surfaces bombarded
with fluences in the range of 1 x 1017 protons sq. cm. The eaIculatioas based
on DK-2A data showed decreases in short circuit current of 13.8 m_d 32.2
percent for fluences of 1.01 x 1017 and 1.47 x 1017 protons/sq, cm., respec-
tively. Calculations based on Gier-Dultkle reflectance data at 12 degrees from
normal showed a decrease of 7.8 percent for a fluence of 9.25 x 1016 protons /
sq.cm. The 6 percent difference between the results obtained by two differem
reflectance measuring techniques may be attributed to measurement errors,
the 7 degree difference in viewing angle, or l.X_ssibly the difference iJ_ proton
energies and fluxes. The maximum decrease ht short-circuit current noted
was 32.2 percent for a fluence of 1.47 x 1017 protoas/sq.cm.
In general, it was concluded from these calculations that the change ia
solar-cell short circuit current output for an Earth-Mars mission will be
negligible. A similar conclusion can be nmdc for solar wind alpha particles
and solar cosmic ray protons anal alpha particles based on their respective
reflectance data.
9.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions cml be madc as a result of the rcseareh conducted under
JPL Contract 950998:
1) The sol,'u" reflcctmme or absorptance of the barrier-layer anodic coated
aluminum reflective surfaces is not expected to change as a result of solar
chazged-particle irradiation on ,an Earth-Mars mission. Consequently, it
was also concluded that the short-circuit current output of a solar cell
concentrating panel will not change on the same mission because of the
negligible reflectance change.
The solax absorptances of the zinc oxide/potassium silicate (Z-93) and zinc
oxide/LTV-602 (S-13) spacecraft coatings will increase substantially due to
solar charged-particle irradiation on an Earth-Mars mission.
3) Test procedures and facilities developed in this pro_-am proved to be
satisfactory for irradiation of samples.
The
1)
2)
a)
4)
following recommendations are presented:
Selected test samples which were bombarded with protons or alpha particles
in this program, should be irradiated with an ukraviolet exposure typical
of an Earth-Mars mission. Similar samples which have not previously been
bombarded with charged particles, should also be exposed to ultravioletin
the same test. This follow-on type test is recommended because itis
believed that coatings will degrade much more rapidly ha ultraviolettests
when they have previously been irradiated with protons and alplm particles.
A preliminary test in a Boeing research prog-ram has shown that barrier-
layer anodized aluminum degrades a significantamount when ex-posed ultra-
violetradiation after irradiationwith protons. The ultravioletfollow-on tests
should be seriously considered because they would provide additiomflvahmble
data, applicable to Voyager vehicle design, at a relatively low cost compared
to the cost of sample irradiationwith charg¢xl particles.
Both the S-13 and Z-93 white coatings should bc subjectc_lto additional
Key-energy proton and alpha lmrticlc tests. The purpose of these tests
would be to more accurately establish the tlepcndcnee of tlam:lgc o51 particle
enerl_ and type, and to (d_tain more data on the change ill solar absorptamcc
versus flucnce.
The blistering phcmmlena o'bserved on aluminunl surfaet's shouhI bc studied in
much more detail to determine the mechanism of l'ornlation, the effect on me-
chanical and chemical properties, lind the effect on optical properties such as
specular reflectance, and the cfl't,trt of tmrticlc cncrg3" on blister formation.
A sttuly of the range of ! t,_ 10 Kt'v-t'nt'l'g,y IWOtolls alltl :dlflm particles in
solids should Ix: conducted. Radiation cl'lccts anal_scs at_t t'llCl'b_ los8
01E/dx) studies are ol qt, csti,m:tblc :lt't'lll';lt'X SillCt." existing data in tilt' I to
10 Key range has been extral_ol:|lcd fron_ hightu" cnct'gics.
9s
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5.0 APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
STUDY OF TIIE RADIATION ENVIRON2_IENT FOR AN EARTH-.MARS MISSION
The Imrtmse of this stud)- was to estimate the charged particle radiation eviron-
merit for an Earth-Mars mission. The radiation enviromuent of interest consists
of protons and alpha particles enlanating from the sun, the solar wind at low
energies and solar cosmic rays at high energies. The solar wind is the continuous
expmmioa of the solar corona and has been measured _' satellites which went
beyond the magnetosphere. Data from Explorer X 1 , Imnik 12 and III 2 indicate
that the solar wind, while continuous, has turbulent variation associated with
magnetic irregularities m interplanetarT space. Velocity variations range from
300 to 800 kin/see u_ith occasional excursions to 1200 km/sec, and the particle
density varies from 1 to 30 particles/era 3 with an average of 5 particles/em 3.
Investigatiotm currently being made by Mariner 4, _IP-I and OGO-I will give a
better definition of the solar wind, and as these studies are continued over the
several years the solar cycle variation will be determined. An evaluation
of the 230-day Mars mission indicates a proton fluence of 4 x 1015 protons/sq, cm.
with an average energy of 1 Kev., and an integrated alplm particle flux of
4 x 1014 alphas/sq.cm, with an average energy of 2 Key. from the direction of
the sun.
The model environment for solar cosmic ray protons is shown in Figure A1. This
evaluatkm derives from the work of Webber 4 and is based on 1959, the year of
maximum sotmr cosmic ray activity of solar cycle 19. The vMues below 10 Mev
are an _ctrapolation of the exponential rigidity spectrum, but trove been enhanced
to aeemmt for the "magnetic storm particles.'"_,6 Vet5" few measurements
have been made of solar cosmic rays below 10 Mev and the available data are not
in good agTeement. Observations of polar glow aurora (tul-illg polar cap absorption
events 7 indicate few particles below 1 Mev, thus the integral spcetmun below
1 Mev is expected to ]_come flat. Measurements made at the same time with
rocket-borne scintillation counters hldicate a steeply rising spectrum below 1
Mev. Ik,th of these measurements were made near the earth ui_cre the geomagalctic
field can greatly affect impinging low enerK_" particles. An adLx|uate definition
of the solar cosmic ray spectrum :tt low energies will be made by the current
generation of satellites which have measurcnlcnt catml)ility :it to_ cnerg.y and
which probt, b_9'tmd the magnetosl)hcre. A ]liOdt'l CtIvivoIOnt'll[ I'OV a nlission
during a more ;IVt'l'age year than 1959 wouhl show Otllllidil'cctiona| proton [ltLxCS
reduced 1.,T al_,ut one order (ff Ina_qlittldC and ;I SOlllCWh;l[ flatter s|)c_'trum.
A model t, nvirtmtncnt f(Jr stJhtr coslnic ray alpha |mrtick, s, derived from Wcbbcv's
values, is also shown in l.'igureA!. 'l'ho cv:lltuttion i_ ,ll._:lili h;lSO,| o1! tilt' Ill:Lxinttttn
)'ear I!)5D, Tilt, st, v;due_ al'o illOl'O tcnt|ous th:|tl tht)sc givt'n for i_rotons since
tilt, Ulit't'rt:lillty ill the :til)h:t i)articlc Ct)lll[)ollCII[ t)[ .'_o[;ll" CO_IlliC l'adi:ttit)n is ;tl)t)t|[
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50 percent, and because the low cncrg 3" values are larger extrapola:i,)as in energy
than for the protons. The flucnce of solar cosmic ray alpha partic!cs for a
mission during a more average year woukl be about two orders o,' ._..agx_i_ude
less, since 1959 was dominated by four alpha:rich solar particle ovents.
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS OF SCATTERED PROTON AND ALPIIA PARTICLE FLT_.-X
DISTRIBUTIONS
Calculations were made of the scatteriug of 2.5 Mev protons and 5.0 Mev alpha
particles from a thingold foil. The purpose of scattering was to provide high
fluxes of clmrgcd paa'ticlesfor tmfform exposure of large numbers oi specimens.
Scattering considerations included: (I) optimum scattering foilthiclmess,
(2)elastic nuclear scattering (Rutherford-Coulomb) cross sections, (3)elastic
electron scattering (Thompson-Gaussian) az_,_lardistribution. These fl'_rce
calculations will be discussed in respective order.
Calculation of Foil Thickness:
Criteria for dotermining the optimum scattering foil thickness include satisfactom."
compromises between: (1) minimum loss of charged particle energy resolutions;
(2) maximum uniformity in scattered flux as a function of scattering :ingle from
the straight-through beam; and (3) minlnmm heating of the scatterh_g foi[ at
maximum incident beam intensities. The energy loss per particle ( A E_ in the
scattering foil can be calculated from the differential energy loss (dE d_x_ of
the particle, the foil density ( Q ), and foil thickness (d) as follows:
d
&Z = _ Q dX (1)
o
For particles incident on a foil which is thin compared to the particle r:mge,
the rate of energy loss (dE/dx) during penetration is approximately const:mt,
Thus,
dE
&E =-- eddX
dE
For 2.5 Mev protons passing through _old I ( Q = 19.32 gm cm-3), -_ is
approximately 44 Mvv cm 2 gm -I . Thus,
_)
&E T 0.085 d (3)
where d is the foil thickne._s in microns and h E is Ihe encvg) h,s._ in Mev.
d F
Doubly ioniz¢_! allflm particles of 5.0 Mev energy have al_,u! the s:tmc _V.\
anal thus, the same & E.
The power tleposit¢_l in tlu. scattering foil is determint_l _ thc p:u'ticlc cncr_x
loss in the foil real tht, incident particle flux ( 0 ) as h}|h)ws:
P= 0 &E (.t)
[03
L_
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The particlc flux is determined from mcasurcnlcnts of tile incident beam current,
(I). For protons, which arc singly ionizcd hy(h'¢_gcn, thc particle flux is
given by,
@p = (6.24 x 1012 protons scc -1 micro amp -1 ) (I)
-9
where I is tile incident beam current in tulits of microaml)s cm " For alpha
particles, which arc doubly ionized helium, the particle flux is given by,
1012 -1 -10 a = (3.12 x alpha particles sec microamp ){I)
(5)
(6)
The power, in watts, deposited in a thin gold foil by 2.5 Mev protons cml be
calculated from Equations 3, 4, and 5 as follows:
P ---0. O85 Id (7)
P
Similarly, the power deposited in a thin gold foil by 5.0 Mev ,alpha particles
can be calculated from Equations 3, 4, and 6 as follows:
P'_ O. O42 I d (.'3)
I
The temperature, (r), which the gold foil will attain during scattering is cal-
culated ID- equating the energy deposition and encrg3' radiation from the foil.
Assuming negligible conduction of heat to the foil holder ffalid for vex3" tlm_
foils of large dimncter) and no convection, the ¢<luilibrium txluation is
P_2t _ A (T4-T 4)
w (9)
where , is the cmittanee of the foil, A is the suxface area of one side of the
foil, o is the Stef:m-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10 -12 watts cm -2 deg -'t K).
and T w is the temperature of the walls surrotmding the foil. &_Iving for T
" gives,
T_--- [(p/2t , A)_ T 4] 1/4w I10)
The emittmwe of tmoxidizcd gohl is 0.02 at 100°C ;ultl 0.03 at 50WC. The _va;i
temperature was assumed to by 300"K. Tim al,Proximatc cquilibrium [t'mpcr.uur¢
of the gold foil during scattering c:m bc calculatcd [or 2.5 Mcv [)l'oton_ [t'Ol_._,
Equati,ms 7 :rod ! 0 as follows:
i 01 1 ] I/-tT--" (3.0x Id/A) , 8.1 x 10 9 tll
10.|
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Similarly, the foil temperature for 5.0 Mcv all)ha particle scattering can bc
calculated using Equations 8 and 10 as follows:
[ 1011 9J 1/4T'_ (1.5 x I d/A) + 8.1 x 10 (12)
Solving Equation 9 to determine the maximum power {Pro} which the foil can foil
withstand without melting (T< 10630C) gives,
P _ 1.08 A watts (13)
m
where A is the surface area of the scattering foil which is approximately equal
to the incident beam spot size.
The maximum foil thicimess as determined from Equation 3 is calculated from
the maximum tolerable energy loss, & E . For 2.5 Mev protons or 5.0 Mev
m
alpha particles,
d  1z.8 aE 04)
m m
where d m is given in microns.
The maximum incident beam current, Im, is determined from Equation 13 and
Equatio_ 7 and 8, respectively, for 2.5 Mev protons and 5.0 Mev alpha particles.
For 2.5 Mev protons
I _'12.7 A/d 05)
m
and for 5.0 Mev alplm particles
I g'25.4 A/d
m
2
where I is in nliclx)amps, A is in cm , and d is in microns.
m
(16)
The actual vahms of foil thickness and beam current are determined front Equa-
tiorm 14, 15, and 16 and nmximum uniform beam scattering with nlinimttn_ loss of
energy resolution. The area of the foil, A, is determined from a compronlise
between lll_xitllttlll utlih)rm beam dch)cusing, the strength of the foil (sensitive to
pressure (liffercnccs thtring l)Ump-(iowrl), an(I minimum deviation from a tx)int
source.
Calcuhtti,ms of Elastic Nuclear &,attering:
Tht; fluence (I 1)) (lmrticlt,s cm ") t)l" clmrgc_l lmrticl(,s from elastic nucicar
scattering 2 c:m l_, t'alt'tll:ltcd l'l't_nl tim l,dh}winl4 t_tuati,}n:
105
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--O
_[)( #)=ndIt R -ai_ (#,I') (17)
where n is tile atomic density, d is the scatterer thicMlcss, I is tile incident
beam current intensity, t is the exposure time, I1 is the radial distance from
the scatterer, and aft( $ , E) is tile Rutherford scattering cross section. Elastic
scattering dominates inelastic nuclear scattering at low energies (2.5 Mev
protons and 5.0 Mev alpha particles) and even to fairly large scattering angles.
-3
The atomic density, atoms em , is given by
°1
n = e NoA t (18)
where Q is the density of the scattering foil, N O is Avogadros number
(6.03 x 1023 atoms/at.x_.), and A t is the atomic weight of the scatterer. The
Rutherford cross section, a 0 ( _ ,E) in units of cm _ is given LS
a fl( J ,E)=e 4 Z2 z2/16 E 2 sin 4 ( e /2) (19)
-10
where e is the electronic charge (4.8 x 10 e.s.u.), z is the atomic number of
the incident particle, Z is the atomic number of the scattering foil, E is the
energy of the particle, and # is the angle of scattering in the center-of-mass
coordinate system. Equation 19 is valid for laboratory scattering angles when
z << Z. For a gold scattering foil,
-3
e = 19.32 gm cm
-1
A = 197.2 gm at wt.
Z=79
1022 -3Thus from Equation 18, n = 5.9 x atoms cm . For 2.5 Mev protons,
1012 -1 -1I = 6.24 x protons sec microamps (I)
z=l
-6 -6
E=2.SMevx l.(;x 10 crg/Mcv= 4.0x 10 erg.
Then from _kluatitms 17, 1_, :u_t 19, the chargc_l particle fluence k)r 2.5 Mcv
protons is,
_( # ): 1.28x1041 d t R -2 sin -4 (#/2) (20)
and for 5.0 Mev alpha particles
_(0) _;.-txiO '_I -'2 -4t! t R sin ( # ,/2) (21)
lOG
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l,:lastic Electron _attering:
For eha.rgedparticle forward anglc scattering the ct)ntribution clueto elastic
electron scattering can also be calculated'°. Tile probability ftmction for
forward scattering is given by
2 9
P(o)=(e/e2) oe- e (2_2)
Thus the fraction of the beam scattered within an angle
eo
f -P( 0)d 0=1 -e
2
The scattering parameter, /i , is given by
(23)
tl 2 = 2 a n d Z2z 2 e 4 ln(aoE/ZZ4/3 e 2) (24)
-9
where ao is the Bohr radius (5.29 x 10 cm) and the other symbols are defined
already for Equations 17 and 19. The scattered fluence in particles cm -2
mieroamp -1 as a function of anglecan be calculated from changes in the values
of Equation 23 and changes in increments of area from solid mlgle considerations,
2 x R2 & (1_ - cos # ). For protons (singly ionized)
1012 - e 2/_2 R2
_( $)= 6.Z X & (1 - e )/2 = _ (1 - cos 0 ) ('25)
Figure B1 shows curves of (I) ( e ) as a function of scatterhag angle fox"
applicable values of _ 2 (typical of foil thiclmesses and energies invoh'ed).
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APPENDIX C - REFLECTANCE DATA.
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